
Research Collections

This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Film transcripts and notes
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions55266

Part Of: Chic Scott fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Fonds Number: M57

S47

V40

Series: M57 / VII : Hans Gmoser film collection

Sous-Fonds: M57

Sub-Series: M57 / VII / A : Research notes

Accession Number: 2015.8559

Reference Code: M57 / VII / A / 4

GMD: Textual record

Date Range: 2011

Physical Description: 1 cm of textual records

Scope & Content:

File consists of two transcripts of film "Vagabonds of the Mountains", with corrections and
other notes; and notes pertaining to other film records held by the Whyte Museum of the
Canadian Rockies which were used as research material for the Hans Gmoser film project.

Material Details: Contents of file were originally stored in navy blue plastic binder with
gold-coloured title "The Banff Centre for Management" and Banff Centre
logo on front cover

Name Access: Gmoser, Hans

Subject Access: Research

Films and film making

Banff Centre

Geographic Access: Canada

Alberta

Banff

Reproduction
Restrictions:

Restrictions may apply

Language: English

Title Source: Title based on contents of file

Processing Status: Processed



Deep Powder and Steep Rock - textual
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions55082
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Part Of: Chic Scott fonds

Description Level: 3 / Series

Fonds Number: M57 / V40 / S47

Series: M57 / V : Deep Powder and Steep Rock

Sous-Fonds: M57

Accession Number: 2014.8295

2015.8559

Reference Code: M57 / V

GMD: Textual record

Map

Date Range: 2009

Physical Description: 30 cm of textual records

History /
Biographical:

Hans Gmoser played a major role in creating Canada’s vibrant mountain community. Although
known internationally as the father of heli-skiing, he was much more than that: a talented rock
climber, tireless expedition leader, a mountain guide, film maker and organizer.

Deep Powder and Steep Rock presents an intimate portrait of this charismatic man. Much of
the story is told in Gmoser’s own words, gleaned from his diaries, expedition journals, film
commentaries and personal correspondence. It is a unique tale of adventure, hard work,
perseverance and ultimate success.

Scope & Content:

Series consists of textual records, including notes, manuscripts and other related materials,
pertaining to the creation of the book "Deep Powder and Steep Rock".

Notes: Series consists of five sub-series:

M57 / V / A: Research files
M57 / V / B: Maps
M57 / V / C: Interviews
M57 / V / D: Photograph notes
M57 / V / E: Draft Manuscript

Name Access: Scott, Chic

Gmoser, Hans
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https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=setName%3a%22Chic+Scott+fonds%22&p=1&ps=&sort=fondsno+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Textual+record%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Map%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Scott%2c+Chic%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Gmoser%2c+Hans%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc


This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Subject Access: Biography

Personal and Professional Life

Publication

Research

Geography

Map

Mountaineers

Mountaineering

Skiing

Sports

Recreation

Winter sports

Canadian Mountain Holidays

Helicopter skiing

Tourism

Climbing

Geographic Access: Canada

Alberta

Banff

Banff National Park

Canadian Rocky Mountains

Language: English

Related Material: S47 / V

V40 / V

Category: Exploration, discovery and travel

Sports, recreation and leisure

Family and personal life

Biographical Source
Notes:

http://chicscott.com/books.htm

Title Source: Title based on contents of file

Processing Status: Processed

Scanned photographs for book, inventory and research notes
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions55292

Part Of: Chic Scott fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Fonds Number: M57

S47

V40
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https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Biography%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Personal+and+Professional+Life%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Publication%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Research%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Geography%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Map%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Mountaineers%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Mountaineering%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Skiing%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Sports%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Recreation%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Winter+sports%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Canadian+Mountain+Holidays%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Helicopter+skiing%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Tourism%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Climbing%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Exploration%2c+discovery+and+travel%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Sports%2c+recreation+and+leisure%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Family+and+personal+life%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/#
https://archives.whyte.org/disclaimer
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions55292
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=setName%3a%22Chic+Scott+fonds%22&p=1&ps=&sort=fondsno+asc


This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Series: V40 / V : Deep Powder and Steep Rock

Sous-Fonds: V40

Accession Number: .

Reference Code: V40 / V / DF - 34 to 42

GMD: Digital image

Photograph

Textual record

Date Range: 2008

Physical Description: 9 recording discs with digital files -- 1 cm of textual records

Scope & Content:

File consists of 9 CDs containing digital copies of photographs, and related notes, which Chic
Scott used in the creation of the book Deep Powder and Steep Rock. Content pertains to
Hans Gmoser's personal life, mountain expeditions and ski trips, and other related subjects.

Notes: Textual and digital materials have been stored together to maintain
original context

Name Access: Gmoser, Hans

Subject Access: Family and personal life

Research

Biography

Publication

Mountaineering

Skiing

Helicopter skiing

Geographic Access: Austria

Canada

Canadian Rocky Mountains

Reproduction
Restrictions:

Copyright restrictions may apply

Language: English

Category: Family and personal life

Sports, recreation and leisure

Exploration, discovery and travel

Title Source: Title based on contents of file

Processing Status: Processed

Pierre Elliot Trudeau
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions57418

Part Of: Bruno Engler fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Fonds Number: M323 / S40 / V190

Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies p. 4

https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Digital+image%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Photograph%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Textual+record%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Gmoser%2c+Hans%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Family+and+personal+life%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Research%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Biography%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Publication%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Mountaineering%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Skiing%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Helicopter+skiing%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Family+and+personal+life%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Sports%2c+recreation+and+leisure%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Exploration%2c+discovery+and+travel%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/#
https://archives.whyte.org/disclaimer
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions57418
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=setName%3a%22Bruno+Engler+fonds%22&p=1&ps=&sort=fondsno+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/media/archives/v190_engler_bruno_web/v190_vi_p_iv/v190_vi_p_iv_pa_08.jpg?width=1200&404=no-img.jpg&watermark=wmk


Series: VI : Retained file, P : Alphabetical order

Sous-Fonds: V190

Sub-Series: iv : Pierre Elliot Trudeau

Accession Number: 7436

Reference Code: V190 / VI / P / iv / PA - 01 to PA - 50

GMD: Photograph

Print

Date Range: 1972

Physical Description: 50 photographs : b&w & col. ; 25.2 x 20.2 cm or smaller

History /
Biographical:

See fonds level description

Scope & Content:

File pertains to 50 b&w & col. prints of the Trudeau family visiting the Canadian Rockies and
Bugaboos in 1972. Includes shots of Pierre and Margaret canoeing, hiking with Hans Gmoser,
and Pierre mingling with a croud of people outside the train they're travelling in.

Name Access: Gmoser, Hans

Trudeau, Pierre

Trudeau, Margaret

Trudeau, Justin

Subject Access: Activities

Canoes and canoeing

Children

Climbing

Family

Helicopters

Hiking

Mountaineering

Mountaineers

Mountains

Personal and Professional Life

Politics

Portrait

Swimming

Geographic Access: Bugaboos

British Columbia

Language: English

Related Material: V190 / VI / P / iv / NA - 01 to NA - 03

Creator: Engler, Bruno

Title Source: Original title kept

Processing Status: Processed

Images
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https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Photograph%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Print%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
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https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Trudeau%2c+Margaret%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Trudeau%2c+Justin%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Activities%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Canoes+and+canoeing%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Children%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Climbing%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Family%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Helicopters%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Hiking%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Mountaineering%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Mountaineers%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Mountains%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Personal+and+Professional+Life%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Politics%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Portrait%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Swimming%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Engler%2c+Bruno%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc


OrderRemove OrderRemove

OrderRemove OrderRemove

OrderRemove OrderRemove
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

OrderRemove OrderRemove

OrderRemove OrderRemove

OrderRemove

Pierre Elliot Trudeau - negatives
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions57419

Part Of: Bruno Engler fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Fonds Number: M323 / S40 / V190

Series: VI : Retained file, P : Alphabetical order

Sous-Fonds: V190

Sub-Series: iv : Pierre Elliot Trudeau

Accession Number: 7436

Reference Code: V190 / VI / P / iv / NA - 01 to NA - 03
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https://archives.whyte.org/#
https://archives.whyte.org/disclaimer
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions57419
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=setName%3a%22Bruno+Engler+fonds%22&p=1&ps=&sort=fondsno+asc


This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

GMD: Film

Negative

Date Range: 1972

Physical Description: 27 photographs : col. negatives ; 6.5 x 7.6 cm

History /
Biographical:

See fonds level description

Scope & Content:

File pertains to 27 colour negatives of the Trudeau family visiting the Canadian Rockies and
Bugaboos in 1972. Includes shots of Pierre and Margaret canoeing, posed portraits of Pierre
and Margaret on a river bank, and hiking with Hans Gmoser.

Name Access: Gmoser, Hans

Trudeau, Pierre

Trudeau, Margaret

Subject Access: Activities

Canoes and canoeing

Climbing

Family

Helicopters

Hiking

Mountaineering

Mountaineers

Mountains

Personal and Professional Life

Politics

Portrait

Geographic Access: Bugaboos

British Columbia

Language: English

Related Material: V190 / VI / P / iv / PA - 01 to PA - 50

Creator: Engler, Bruno

Title Source: Original title kept

Processing Status: Processed

Letters to Mother [July - December 1955]
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions7483

Part Of: Peter and Catharine Whyte fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Fonds Number: M36 / V683 / S37
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https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Film%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Negative%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Gmoser%2c+Hans%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Trudeau%2c+Pierre%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Trudeau%2c+Margaret%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Activities%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Canoes+and+canoeing%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Climbing%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Family%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Helicopters%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Hiking%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Mountaineering%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Mountaineers%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Mountains%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Personal+and+Professional+Life%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Politics%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Portrait%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Engler%2c+Bruno%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/#
https://archives.whyte.org/disclaimer
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions7483
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=setName%3a%22Peter+and+Catharine+Whyte+fonds%22&p=1&ps=&sort=fondsno+asc


Series: I.A.2. Catharine Robb Whyte papers / photographs

Sous-Fonds: M36

Accession Number: .

Reference Code: M36 / I / A / 2b / i / 137

GMD: Postcard

Private record

Date Range: 1955

Physical Description: 1 cm of textual records (71 pages ; 22.3 x 27.4 cm or smaller)

History /
Biographical:

See fonds level description.

Scope & Content:

File pertains to 43 letters written by Catharine Robb Whyte to her mother, Edith Morse Robb
from July 2 to December 27, 1955. Topics include day to day life, Banff events, visits from
friends, painting, photography, wildlife, travel, camping, weather, events and people in
Concord, radio programs [mostly news and hockey games], various holidays [both Canadian
and American], errand trips to Calgary, Catharine's nephew Rusty arriving [he worked at Bow
Lake helping with hunting parties in July], trips to Bow Lake, Banff Indian Days, a climbing
tragedy on Mt. Temple in July wherein several young boys died, visits to the Campbell's ranch
in Cowley, attending a Sun Dance ceremony near Fort Macleod, camping and sketching trips
around Banff National Park, the Alberta Jubilee celebrations, a trip to Concord in October [they
took the train down and drove back in a newly purchased Jeep], construction of the new Trans-
Canada Highway through Banff, working on the annual Christmas card, and various Christmas
parties. Also includes postcards and notecards.

Notes: Please note: language pertaining to Indigenous Peoples used throughout
is outdated and may be offensive.
Many typed letters have hand-written notes and post scripts added
throughout.
Some letters are marked with a small x in pencil, indicating where Jon
Whyte made notes for use in his project "Catharine Robb Whyte, Peter
Whyte: Commemorative Portfolio," originally published in 1981.
Some letters written on Num-Ti-Jaw Lodge letterhead, one written on
Banff Shell Station letterhead.

Name Access: Whyte, Catharine

Whyte, Peter

Robb, Edith Morse

Simpson, Jimmy, Sr.

Simpson, Billie

Robb, Russell III (Rusty)

Morant, Nicholas (Nick)

Morant, Willie

Vallance, Sydney

Vallance, Doris

Whyte, Dorothy

Campbell, Gray

Campbell, Eleanor

Gmoser, Hans

Tasker, Peter

Amos, Amos
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https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Postcard%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Private+record%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Whyte%2c+Catharine%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Whyte%2c+Peter%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Robb%2c+Edith+Morse%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Simpson%2c+Jimmy%2c+Sr.%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Simpson%2c+Billie%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Robb%2c+Russell+III+(Rusty)%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Morant%2c+Nicholas+(Nick)%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Morant%2c+Willie%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Vallance%2c+Sydney%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Vallance%2c+Doris%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Whyte%2c+Dorothy%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Campbell%2c+Gray%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Campbell%2c+Eleanor%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Gmoser%2c+Hans%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Tasker%2c+Peter%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Amos%2c+Amos%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/media/archives/m36_web/m36_i_a_2b_i_137_01_01.jpg?width=1200&404=no-img.jpg&watermark=wmk


Subject Access: Activities

Airplanes

Animals

Art

Artists

Banff

Banff Centre

Banff Indian Days

Banff School of Fine Arts

Banff Shell Station

Birthday

Businesses

Camping

Canadian Pacific Railway

Children

Christmas

Community events

Community life

Correspondence

Deer

Family

Family and personal life

First Nations

Funeral

Home

Indigenous Peoples

Lake Louise

Leisure

Luxton Museum

Moose

Mountain

Num-Ti-Jah Lodge

Painting

Personal and Family Life

Post Office

Ranches

Ranching

Scenery

Stoney Nakoda

Trains

Trans-Canada Highway

Travel

Weather
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https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Activities%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Airplanes%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Animals%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Art%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Artists%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Banff%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Banff+Centre%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Banff+Indian+Days%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Banff+School+of+Fine+Arts%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Banff+Shell+Station%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Birthday%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Businesses%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Camping%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Canadian+Pacific+Railway%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Children%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Christmas%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Community+events%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Community+life%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Correspondence%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Deer%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Family%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Family+and+personal+life%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22First+Nations%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Funeral%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Home%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Indigenous+Peoples%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Lake+Louise%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Leisure%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Luxton+Museum%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Moose%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Mountain%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Num-Ti-Jah+Lodge%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Painting%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Personal+and+Family+Life%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Post+Office%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Ranches%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Ranching%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Scenery%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Stoney+Nakoda%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Trains%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Trans-Canada+Highway%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Travel%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Weather%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc


Geographic Access: Banff

Lake Louise

Bow Lake

Icefields Parkway

Banff National Park

Morley

Cowley

Fort MacLeod

Alberta

Concord

Massachusetts

Canada

United States of America

Language: English

Creator: Robb Whyte, Catharine

Title Source: Title based on contents of file

Processing Status: Processed

Electronic Resources

m36_i_a_2b_i_137.pdf

 Read PDF

 Download PDF

Images
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https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Robb+Whyte%2c+Catharine%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/viewer?file=%2fmedia%2farchives%2fm36_web%2fm36_i_a_2b_i_137.pdf#search=src%3aArchives OR (src%3aLibrary AND (objectType%3a%22Library - Postcard%22 OR objectType%3a%22Library - Postcard series%22))&phrase=false
https://archives.whyte.org/media/archives/m36_web/m36_i_a_2b_i_137.pdf


This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

OrderRemove
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https://archives.whyte.org/#
https://archives.whyte.org/disclaimer


This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Kurt Lukas, Hans Gmoser, Franz Dopf on Yamnuska '55
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions57516

Part Of: Archives General File Collection

Description Level: 5 / File

Fonds Number: V8

M8

S8

Sous-Fonds: V8

Accession Number: 2023.33

Reference Code: V8 / 2023.33 / NS - 1

GMD: Photograph

Transparency

Responsibility: Produced by Johnny Morgan

Date Range: 1955

Physical Description: 1 transparency slide : col. ; 35 mm

Scope & Content:

File consists of one 35mm transparency slide depicting Kurt Lukas, Hans Gmoser, and Franz
Dopf on Mt. Yamnuska in 1955. Photograph was taken by Scottish climber Johnny Morgan.

Name Access: Lukas, Kurt

Gmoser, Hans

Dopf, Franz

Subject Access: Climbing

Mountaineers

Mountaineering

Recreation

Geographic Access: Canada

Alberta

Mount Yamnuska

Access Restrictions: No restrictions

Reproduction
Restrictions:

No restrictions

Language: English

Category: Sports, recreation and leisure

Title Source: Original title used

Processing Status: Processed



Hans Gmoser fonds
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions449
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https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions57516
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=setName%3a%22Archives+General+File+Collection%22&p=1&ps=&sort=fondsno+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Photograph%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Transparency%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Lukas%2c+Kurt%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Gmoser%2c+Hans%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=name%3a%22Dopf%2c+Franz%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Climbing%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Mountaineers%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Mountaineering%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Recreation%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=topic%3a%22Sports%2c+recreation+and+leisure%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/#
https://archives.whyte.org/disclaimer
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions449


Part Of: Hans Gmoser fonds

Description Level: 1 / Fonds

Fonds Number: M 224

S 49

V 68

Sous-Fonds: M 224

S 49

V 68

Accession Number: 5650, 5878, 6802, 7361 (unprocessed), 7877 (unproc), 8111 (unproc)

Reference Code: M224 / S49 / V68

GMD: Motion picture

Film

Video

Photograph

Album

Negative

Photograph print

Sound recording

Reel to reel

Textual record

Map

Private record

Published record

Date Range: [ca.1950-ca.1995]

Physical Description: 25 motion pictures: 41 film reels, also audio reels and magnetic track. --
17 film reels, 7 film strips, 1 video recording. -- 25 sound recordings. --
15.5 cm textual records. -- ca.640 photographs: negatives, copy
negatives, prints. -- 2 photograph albums. -- 39 cartographic records:
maps, some annotated.
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https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=setName%3a%22Hans+Gmoser+fonds%22&p=1&ps=&sort=fondsno+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Motion+picture%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Film%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Video%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Photograph%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Album%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Negative%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Photograph+print%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Sound+recording%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Reel+to+reel%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
https://archives.whyte.org/en/list?q=objectType%3a%22Textual+record%22&p=1&ps=&sort=title_sort+asc
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History /
Biographical:

Hans Gmoser, 1932-2006 was born in Braunau, Austria in 1932. During his long career he
worked as a mountain guide, mountaineer, ski instructor, skier, cinematographer, lecturer, and
founder and Chairman of the Board of Directors of Canadian Mountain Holidays. Hans
Gmoser was also an active cyclist and was based in Banff and Harvie Heights, Alberta.

Gmoser gained early skiing and mountaineering experience in post-war Austria before
emigrating to Canada with his friend Leo Grillmair in 1951. Lizzie Rummel gave him his first
job in the mountains at Mount Assiniboine. By 1953 he was working as a mountain guide and
founded Rocky Mountain Guides Ltd. (Canadian Mountain Holidays CMH) in 1957. That year
he began filming promotional films containing climbing and skiing adventure sequences. He
first used fixed-wing aircraft and later helicopters, starting in 1963, to transport clients for
spring skiing and summer climbing. Gmoser toured throughout North America promoting his
skiing and climbing films, attracting large audiences with his inspiring lectures.

Gmoser built Bugaboo Lodge in 1968, the first of six lodges which also include Bobbie Burns,
Galena, Gothics, Adamants and Cariboo lodges, to serve international heli-skiers and heli-
hikers. Gmoser retired from Canadian Mountain Holidays in 1993. Hans Gmoser received
honourary memberships in the Alpine Club of Canada and the International Federation of
Mountain Guides Associations. He was elected to the Honour Roll of Canadian Skiing and the
U.S. National Ski Hall of Fame and received the Banff Mountain Film Festival Summit of
Excellence Award. In 1987 Hans Gmoser was awarded the Order of Canada.

Scope & Content:

Fonds consists of films, video recording, sound recordings, textual records and photographs
produced and collected by Hans Gmoser.

Film series (I.) includes: A.1. Presentation films by Hans Gmoser Productions, 1956-1967, 10
items. Feature-length adventure/annual films, mainly silent for live narration with background
music. Some with sound tracks. A.2. Edited versions of presentation films, 1959-1968, 5
motion pictures. B. Other films by Hans Gmoser, 1962-[1969], 8 motion pictures. C. Out-takes,
fragment and miscellaneous films, 1960-ca.1970, 17 film reels; Skifarri - Head Hunter film,
1924-1950s, 7 negative strips. D. Collected films, ca.1960, 1972, 2 motion pictures.

Other series are: II. Video recording, 1979; III. Sound recordings (not related to films) include
23 reel to reel tapes of classical and traditional folk songs, 1961 and 1979; IV. Textual records,
ca.1955-ca.1995, in the form of film documentation, script to "Ski's over McKinley,"
certificates, Order of Canada correspondence and information, personal papers and
correspondence, maps and other records; V. Photographs, 1950-1986. Photographs pertain
to ski trips, climbing expeditions to Mt. Logan, Mt. Robson, Wapta Glacier, Columbia Icefields,
Canoe Glacier, Rodgers pass trip, mountaineering clubs, Trudeau/Bugaboo trip, Assiniboine
Lodge, portraits of Lizzie Rummel, Erling Strom, and Jim Davies. Albums consist of
photographs taken during ski trips in Austria.

Films depict a mixture of skiing and climbing including spring skiing, powder skiing, glacier
skiing on Columbia Icefield, heli-skiing in the Rockies and Selkirks and ascents of Mount
Logan, Yukon, and Mounts Blackburn and McKinley, Alaska, also rock and ice climbing.
Feature length films consist of, or are accompanied by, all or some of the following elements:
16mm originals (A and B rolls); work prints, out takes, 16mm mag track (sound); 1/4" audio
tape (background music to accompany narration, 7 items); teasers (TV film clips) and the
following items included in the textual records: narration scripts, teaser text, descriptive flyers,
press releases, annual pamphlets and ad solicitation for same, censor certificates, related
correspondence, maps, oversize promotional posters for Gmoser's films "With Ski and Rope"
1957, and a handmade poster by Banff Ski Runners for "Adventure Bound" and related
ephemera.

Name Access: Gmoser, Hans
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Subject Access: Commerce and industry

Exploration, discovery and travel

Sports, recreation and leisure

Transportation

Access Restrictions: Some restrictions on access to originals

Copyright, privacy, commercial use and other restrictions may apply

Language: Language is primarily English

Includes some material in German

Finding Aid: Finding aids and reference tools: arrangement outline

series and file description

electronic finding aid

video reference copies for some films in sub-series I.A.

Creator: Gmoser, Hans

Category: Commerce and industry

Exploration, discovery and travel

Sports, recreation and leisure

Transportation

Biographical Source
Notes:

accession record, Hans Gmoser; Chic Scott's bio/obit notes 2006.

Title Source: Title based on accession record and contents of fonds

Processing Status: Processed / Unprocessed

Robert Fleming fonds
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions671

Part Of: Robert Fleming fonds

Description Level: 1 / Fonds

Fonds Number: M216

V249

Sous-Fonds: M216

V249

Accession Number: 8112 (unprocessed)

Reference Code: M216 / V249

GMD: Photograph

Negative

Photograph print

Transparency

Textual record

Private record

Published record
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Date Range: 1960 - 1997

Physical Description: ca. 500 photographs: negatives, prints, transparencies. -- ca. 30 cm of
textual records

Scope & Content:

Fonds consists of photographic material accompanied by media coverage and articles written
by Robert Fleming pertaining to Chief Walking Buffalo's 1960 world journey with Chief David
and Mrs. Crowchild and five other Stoney and Sarcee people, sponsored by International
Moral Rearmament. Travel included Aboriginal people in Hawaii, New Zealand, Australia,
South Africa, Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe), Uganda, and Kenya.Fonds are
unprocessed held in 3 boxes and 1 oversize print mounted on foamcore

Name Access: Crowchild, Mrs.

Crowchild, Chief David

Fleming, Robert

McLean, George

Subject Access: Education

First Nations

Indigenous Peoples

Moral Rearmament

Politics

Language: Language is English

Finding Aid: basic list for unprocessed material in finding aid

Creator: Fleming, Robert

Category: First nations

Education

Politics

Title Source: Title based on contents of fonds

Processing Status: Unprocessed

Banff Indian Days, Calgary Stampede scrapbook
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions22390

Part Of: Luxton family fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Fonds Number: LUX

Series: III.B.4. Georgina Luxton : Collected Material : Textual Records

Sous-Fonds: III. Luxton Family sous-fonds

Accession Number: LUX

Reference Code: LUX / III / B4 - 6

GMD: Textual record

Scrapbook

Newspaper clipping
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Date Range: [1947 - 1952]

Physical Description: 3 cm of textual records

Scope & Content:

Scrapbook consists of newspaper clippings related to Banff Indian Days and the Calgary
Stampede; various other newspaper clippings related to local and international news, including
the opening of a new school in Morley and the Luxton Museum [now the Buffalo Nations
Museum] in Banff, a fire at Jasper Park Lodge, and Canadian and international politics.

Name Access: Luxton, Norman

Luxton, Georgina

MacKinnon, Rev. Robert H.

Crowchild, Chief David

Bearspaw, David

Hunter, Eva

Rider, Eli

Rider, Diane

Bearspaw, Rosie

Bearspaw, Harold
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Subject Access: Activities

Advertising

Animals

Banff Indian Days

Luxton Museum

Calgary Herald

Calgary Stampede

Children

Commerce and industry

Community events

Community life

Cultural pluralism

Construction

Education

Fire

Government

Hotel

Indigenous Peoples

Horseback riding

Horses

Museums

Multiculturalism

Newspaper

Parade

Politics

Public events

Recreation

Music

Sanitarium Hotel

School

Stoney Nakoda

Taxidermy

Winnipeg Free Press

Geographic Access: Canada

Alberta

Banff

Canmore

Calgary

Jasper National Park

Morley

Access Restrictions: Restrictions may apply

Reproduction
Restrictions:

Restrictions may apply

Language: English
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Category: Cultural pluralism

Education

Politics

Sports, recreation and leisure

Title Source: Title based on contents of item

Processing Status: Processed

Electronic Resources

lux_iii_b4_6.pdf

 Read PDF

 Download PDF

Images

OrderRemove
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Misc. Personal and Professional Photographs
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions22905

Part Of: Hans Gmoser fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Fonds Number: M224 / S49 / V68

Series: V. Photograph Prints

Sous-Fonds: V68

Accession Number: 8111

Reference Code: V68 / V / PA 3 - 39 to 91

GMD: Photograph

Date Range: 1957-1969

Physical Description: 52 photographs: prints, b&w; col.

History /
Biographical:

See fonds level description

Scope & Content:

File pertains to various professional and personal photographs of or by Hans Gmoser.

Notes: Captured from exterior folder: "Main folder 6". Contained within that folder
was another folder with the notation: “Double LL Colour (Building)”.

IMAGES :
39. [Photograph of building in snow with wood siding], n.d., 9 x 9 cm,
colour.
40. “K”, [Young man standing, hands behind back, in front of brick wall],
n.d., 6.5 x 9.75 cm, black and white, textured edges.
41. “Hans Gmoser and Grandfather Hans Ranetbauer”, [Young Hans on
back of motorcycle with grandfather at front], n.d., 9 x 6.5 cm, black and
white, caption written in pencil, with black paper and glue on back.
42. “Krippenstein Keillarmun [? Illegible], [Middle aged man standing on a
rock wall with a flag and a mountain peak in back], 3.8.8.1959, 9 x 6.5
cm, black and white, caption written in blue ink, textured edges.
43. “Die gololn’e Misterin [?] Traun, 25.1. 1952”, [Group of people on a
stage in costume], 14 x 9.75 cm, black and white, back is postcard style,
with lines and caption written in blue ink.
44. “5”, [Man laughing with hands in pockets outside of house], n.d., 13 x
8.5 cm, black and white, textured edges.
45. [Group of eight people standing in a yard with mesh fence and house
in background], n.d., 7 x 5.5 cm, black and white, textured edges. [Similar
images see V68/PA 45, 52, 55, 56, 72]
46. [Family portrait: Ten people of varying ages], n.d., 20 x 13 cm, black
and white, matt finish.
47. “Filming Little Yoho 1957” [Man (Hans?) with camera and climbing
equipment], 13 x 18 cm, black and white.
48. “Hans Gmoser C44551 3”, [Hans walking down a city street, with one
hand in pocket], n.d., 8 x 11.5 cm, black and white, matt finish.
49. “14” [Group of men and women standing against a road barrier on a
cobblestone road, with house to right], n.d., 6.5 x 7.75 cm, black and
white, textured edges.
50. “Ein Bleines Andenken von Deiner Schwester Annemarie im August
1957”, [Professional portrait of a woman, with a lace collar], 5 x 7 cm,
black and white, caption written in blue pen, matt finish.
51. [Caption illegible, Man and woman leaning on/climbing rock], 3-
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8.8.1959, 7.75 x 9.25 cm, black and white, caption written in blue ink.
52. [Group of eight people standing in a yard with mesh fence and house
in background], n.d., 7 x 5.5 cm, black and white, textured edges. [Similar
images see V68/PA 45, 52, 55, 56, 72]
53. “Mt. Assiniboine Hans Gmoser”, [Hans with cane, log and mountain in
back], n.d., 6.5 x 9 cm, black and white, caption written in pencil.
54. [Three men and a boy eating at a kitchen table], n.d., 8.25 x 8.25 cm,
black and white. [see V68/PA 59, 60 for dup]
55. [Two men and two women standing in a parking lot, car to left, tree to
right], n.d., 10.25 x 7.25 cm, black and white. [Similar images see
V68/PA 45, 52, 55, 56, 72]
56. [Three men and a woman standing in a parking lot, car to left, tree to
right], n.d., 10.25 x 7.25 cm, black and white. [Similar images see
V68/PA 45, 52, 55, 56, 72]
57. “Bugaboos 1968 below Marmolata Ray Conkling Pete Wingle Bill
Rosenfeld 4/68”, [Two men in foreground, left with skis right with camera,
man at top right climbing up snowdrift], April 1968, 11 x 11 cm, colour,
“Gmoser” written on bottom back left corner, “APR 68” printed on front
right side, captions written in pencil and pen.
58. “Mt. Assiniboine Hans Gmoser”, [Hans sitting with logs surrounding,
mountain in back], n.d., 6.5 x 9 cm, black and white, caption written in
pencil.
59. [Three men and a boy eating at a kitchen table], n.d., 8.25 x 8.25 cm,
black and white, bottom left corner bent. [see V68/PA 54, 60 for dup]
60. [Three men and a boy eating at a kitchen table], n.d., 8.25 x 8.25 cm,
black and white. [see V68/PA54, 59 for dup]
61. “25” [Older woman with white collar and man with hat sitting on bench,
in grass with crumbling brick behind], n.d., 6.25 x 6.5 cm, black and white,
textured edges.
62. [Woman and man wearing white knee socks with clasped arms
walking with trees in background], n.d., 6 x 9.25 cm, black and white,
textured edges, matt finish.
63. [Two women, two men, and a boy in front of greenery and picket
fence], n.d., 6.5 x 6.5 cm, black and white, background overexposed,
back glued, ripped black paper.
64. “4sh [?]” [Young boy in uniform], n.d., 5.25 x 7 cm, black and white,
textured edges, matt finish.
65. “Unser Herim in Ozmunting [?]”, [Five adults standing in front of mesh
fence and house in background], n.d., 9 x 6.5 cm, black and white,
textured edges.
66. “10 month Conrad Gmoser Bugaboos 1969”, [Young boy holding
baby Conrad on sled, with trees and mountains in back], March 1969, 9 x
9 cm, black and white, “MAR 69 written on front right side, “Gmoser”
written in bottom left corner.
67. “4” [Man and woman laughing, leaning on ping pong table outside,
with house in back], n.d., 6 x 8 cm, black and white, textured edges.
68. [Professional photograph in studio of man, in suit with landscape in
background], n.d., 9 x 14 cm, black and white, heavier paper, lines for
postcard on back, corner edges worn.
69. “Spilemauer Ostwand Hans Reischl”, [Mountain in background, with
trees and snow in foreground], n.d., 9 x 14 cm, black and white, writing
inscribed into support on front, heavier paper, lines for postcard on back,
textured edges.
70. [Mountain in background, shrubbery heavy with snow in foreground],
n.d., 14 x 9 cm, black and white, heavier paper, lines for postcard on
back, textured edges, stain on bottom left.
71. [Man standing in dirt yard with two houses in background], n.d., 5.5 x
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7 cm, black and white, textured edges.
72. [Group of eight people standing in a yard with mesh fence and house
in background], n.d., 7 x 5.5 cm, black and white, textured edges. [Similar
images see V68/PA 45, 52, 55, 56, 72]
73. “Derek Ellis Heli Pilot Bugaboo 1971”, Photograph by Bruno Engler,
copyright, [Two men by Bullock helicopter with oil drums in foreground,
ATV to left side, mountain in back], 25 x 20.25 cm, black and white, matt
finish.
74. [Portrait of Hans Gmoser] stamped “Bruno Engler Alpine Films Banff-
ALTA. Photo credit Canadian Mountain Holidays,” n.d., 12.7 x 17.8 cm,
black and white.
75. [Portrait of Hans Gmoser], n.d., 12.7 x 17.8 cm, black and white, light
surfaces scratches and dirt on left side.
76. “Tunnel Mountain- Gonda Traverse 1971”, [Close up of Hans with
tousled hair, furrowed brow and climbing gear], 1971, 8.25 x 11.5 cm,
black and white, 12 copies, first copy with caption on back in pencil,
stored in small envelope “Use this envelope to order.”
77. “Tunnel Mountain- Gonda Traverse 1971”, [Close up of Hans with
tousled hair, furrowed brow and climbing gear], 1971, 8.25 x 11.5 cm,
black and white, 12 copies, first copy with caption on back in pencil,
stored in small envelope “Use this envelope to order.”
78. “Tunnel Mountain- Gonda Traverse 1971”, [Close up of Hans with
tousled hair, furrowed brow and climbing gear], 1971, 8.25 x 11.5 cm,
black and white, 12 copies, first copy with caption on back in pencil,
stored in small envelope “Use this envelope to order.”
79. “Tunnel Mountain- Gonda Traverse 1971”, [Close up of Hans with
tousled hair, furrowed brow and climbing gear], 1971, 8.25 x 11.5 cm,
black and white, 12 copies, first copy with caption on back in pencil,
stored in small envelope “Use this envelope to order.”
80. “Tunnel Mountain- Gonda Traverse 1971”, [Close up of Hans with
tousled hair, furrowed brow and climbing gear], 1971, 8.25 x 11.5 cm,
black and white, 12 copies, first copy with caption on back in pencil,
stored in small envelope “Use this envelope to order.”
81. “Tunnel Mountain- Gonda Traverse 1971”, [Close up of Hans with
tousled hair, furrowed brow and climbing gear], 1971, 8.25 x 11.5 cm,
black and white, 12 copies, first copy with caption on back in pencil,
stored in small envelope “Use this envelope to order.”
82. “Tunnel Mountain- Gonda Traverse 1971”, [Close up of Hans with
tousled hair, furrowed brow and climbing gear], 1971, 8.25 x 11.5 cm,
black and white, 12 copies, first copy with caption on back in pencil,
stored in small envelope “Use this envelope to order.”
83. “Tunnel Mountain- Gonda Traverse 1971”, [Close up of Hans with
tousled hair, furrowed brow and climbing gear], 1971, 8.25 x 11.5 cm,
black and white, 12 copies, first copy with caption on back in pencil,
stored in small envelope “Use this envelope to order.”
84. “Tunnel Mountain- Gonda Traverse 1971”, [Close up of Hans with
tousled hair, furrowed brow and climbing gear], 1971, 8.25 x 11.5 cm,
black and white, 12 copies, first copy with caption on back in pencil,
stored in small envelope “Use this envelope to order.”
85. “Tunnel Mountain- Gonda Traverse 1971”, [Close up of Hans with
tousled hair, furrowed brow and climbing gear], 1971, 8.25 x 11.5 cm,
black and white, 12 copies, first copy with caption on back in pencil,
stored in small envelope “Use this envelope to order.”
86. “Tunnel Mountain- Gonda Traverse 1971”, [Close up of Hans with
tousled hair, furrowed brow and climbing gear], 1971, 8.25 x 11.5 cm,
black and white, 12 copies, first copy with caption on back in pencil,
stored in small envelope “Use this envelope to order.”
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87. “Tunnel Mountain- Gonda Traverse 1971”, [Close up of Hans with
tousled hair, furrowed brow and climbing gear], 1971, 8.25 x 11.5 cm,
black and white, 12 copies, first copy with caption on back in pencil,
stored in small envelope “Use this envelope to order.”
88. [Middle aged man standing in park with hands in pocket], n.d., 5 x 7
cm, black and white, textured edges.
89. “Summit of Excellence Award- Mt. Film Festival ’89 c John Amatt”,
[Gmoser receiving the award on stage from Amatt], 1989, 20.25 x 26 cm,
black and white.
90. [Contact sheet with professional shots of Gmoser], n.d., 20.25 x 26
cm, colour, contacts numbered in yellow pen, not sequentially 3-16, 10 in
total, matt finish.
91. “Boulder Camp Cook Margaret Gmoser 1966,” [Margaret walking
away from tent, with rocks in back], 1966, 20.25 x 26 cm, black and white.

Name Access: Gmoser, Hans

Subject Access: Activities

Discovery and exploration

Climbing

Backcountry skiing

Buildings

Environment and Nature

Exploration

Family and personal life

Mountains

Mountaineering

Portrait

Photography

Professional and Personal Life

Scenery

Sports and recreation

Skiing

Ski areas

Geographic Access: Rocky Mountains

Selkirks

Alberta

British Columbia

Canada

Language: English

Title Source: Title based on contents of file

Processing Status: Processed

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.
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Part Of: Hans Gmoser fonds

Description Level: 5 / File
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Fonds Number: M224 / S49 / V68

Series: V. Photograph Prints

Sous-Fonds: V68

Accession Number: 8111

Reference Code: V68 / V / PA 7 - 220 to 259

GMD: Photograph

Date Range: 1965-1983

Physical Description: 39 photographs: prints, b&w; col.

History /
Biographical:

See fonds level description

Scope & Content:

File pertains to photographs of Hans Gmoser and family, friends, colleagues, climbs, and trips
around the Rocky Mountains and Austria.

Notes: General folder Main Folder 9. Envelope- V68/PA 221-226 of "Hans, Leo
and Franz climbing Grillmair Chimneys". “Early family” folder and “Early
images from Austria from Hallway display”, small envelope V68/PA 230-
259.

IMAGES :
"Early family" folder
220. “Herbert Matz, Hans Gmoser Bugaboos probably 1966 Herbert was
at the lodge”, written on post it note, Foto Erwin Tontsch 1965 or 66,
colour, 26.5 x 18 cm.
221. “Hans climbing #1 1983” on post it note, colour, 15 x 10 cm.
222. “Hans climbing #2 1983” on post it note, colour, 15 x 10 cm.
223. “Oct 29, 1983 Leo Grillmair on Grillmair Chimneys Route of Mt.
Yamnuska”, “Leo on Grillmair 1983 on post it note”, colour, 10 x 15 cm.
224. “Yamnuska Reunion 1983”, “Hans Belaying 1983” written on post it
note, colour, 10 x 15 cm.
225. “Yamnuska Reunion 1983”, [Six people standing at the base of
Yamnuska, Robson or Conrad Gmoser on far left, next to Hans], colour,
10 x 15 cm.
226. “L to R. Hans Gmoser, Franz Dopf, Leo Grillmair at Yamnuska Oct.
29, 1983”, “Hans, Franz and Leo 1983.” Colour, 15 x 10 cm.
227. “Hans 70th? BB”, [Large group of people gathered in doorway
wearing white CMH hats, Hans near centre in signed shirt], colour, 15 x
10 cm.
228. “Robson Battle Abbey 1980”, 20 x 26 cm, colour, caption written on
back.
229. [Gmoser on bike, mountains blurred in background], 21 x 10 cm,
colour.

Hans Gmoser Image from Austria 13- small envelope
230. “Hans Hat”, [Young Hans in lederhosen, with hands in pockets], n.d.,
4 x 5.5 cm, black and white, caption written on post it note, glue and
paper residue on back.
231. “Johann Resch Father of Hans Gmoser”, [Johann in suit, sitting,
leaning forward on leg], n.d., 5.5 x 4 cm, black and white, caption written
on back.
232. “Hans Rosa” [Mother and young Hans in lederhosen and hat
standing], n.d., 5.5 x 5.5 cm, black and white, caption written on post it
note, glue and paper residue on back
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233. “Hans Skis” [Young Hans on skis in front of building], n.d., 6.5 x 6.5
cm, black and white, caption written on back.
234. “Oppa Cycle”, n.d., 6 x 6 cm, black and white, caption written on
back, orange glue, potentially mould? residue on back
235. “Hans Garden”, [Young Hans standing against fence], n.d., 8.5 x 6
cm, caption written on back in German, and on post it note, glue and
black paper residue on back, textured edges.
236. “Hans Rosaz”, [Young Hans and mother standing against fence],
n.d., 8.5 x 6 cm, caption written on post it note, textured edges.
237. “Hans Family”, [Rosa with baby Walter Hintringer? Erasmus
Hintringer? and Hans], n.d., 6 x 8.25 cm, caption written on post it note,
textured edges, tape blue on back
238. “Linz Haus”, [Man and woman Rosa? standing with shovels in front
of house], n.d., 9 x 6.5 cm, caption written on post it note, textured edges.
239. “Hans Wall”, [Young Hans with hands against wall, wearing toque],
stamped F. Wunderlich, n.d., 8.5 x 14 cm, caption written on post it note,
heavy paper with postcard lines.
240. ”Hans Walt”, [Two young men, one sitting one standing], n.d., 8.5 x
13.75 cm, caption written on post it note, textured edges.
241. “Young men”, [Large group of young men, sitting and standing], n.d.,
13.5 x 9 cm, caption written on post it note, heavy paper with postcard
lines.
242. [Two women, two men, and a boy in front of greenery and fence],
n.d., 5.5 x 7 cm, black and white, textured edges. (Several copies of
same photograph)
243. [German caption, Two men and three women sitting at table with
wine glasses, Hans in red in middle, woman on left holding teddy bear to
him], 1972, 8.75 x 8.75 cm, colour, caption written in pen on back.
244. “Franz Dopf Leo Grillmair Hans Gmoser 1953 714 23 Ave NW”,
[Three men standing in front of house], 1953, 8.75 x 8.75 cm, black and
white, caption written on back in pencil.
245. “Church Kids”, [large group of young children, boys and girls,
dressed in white pinafores and holding flowers- cut copy previous in
collection- boy to left of flag Hans?], 1937, 13.5 x 8.5 cm, black and white,
heavy paper with postcard lines, caption on post it note, date inscribed at
bottom.

Blank small envelope
246. “Hans Gmoser, Leo Grillmair, Heinz Kohl”, [Three young men sitting
on rock], 9 x 9 cm, black and white, yellow sticker with “42”, stamped
“520”, caption written on back in pencil.
247. “Am 10.Ingl. 1939 [German caption] Hans Rosch Hans Father with
Hitler”, [Hitler and father laughing, with large group around], 9 x 6.5 cm,
black and white, textured edges, yellow sticker with “41”, captions written
on back
248. “Paternal Grandparents Karl and Anna Resch”, [Standing in living
room, with Christmas tree behind], 6 x 9 cm, black and white, textured
edges, yellow sticker with “40”, caption written on back in pencil.
249. [Young man Hans? standing with young child and older man] n.d.,
10.5 x 7.25 cm, black and white.
250. [Hans laughing in front of house], n.d., 12.25 x 9 cm, black and white,
“5” written on back in pencil, textured edges.
251. [A woman, three men, a male child, and Hans (on far right) standing
in front of a house numbered 10918], n.d., 12 x 8.5 cm, black and white,
“5” written on back in pencil, textured edges.
252. “Weissen Roessl Operetta Hans Gmoser 1950”, [Two women, three
men acting on a stage], photograph by Johann Haider, 13.5 x 8.5 cm,
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black and white, on heavy paper, with lines for postcard, yellow “45”
sticker, matt finish.
253. “Paternal Grandparents”, [Grandfather to left, grandmother centre,
Hans sitting with goats], black and white, matt finish, heavy paper with
lines for postcard, yellow “46” sticker.
254. “1967 Association of Canadian Mountain Guides”, [Large group of
men], 1967, 18 x 12.75 cm, black and white, “L-R Don Vockeroth, Ottmar
Settser, Bob Geber, John Bow, Charlie Locke, Bernie Royal- Seated:
Leo Grillmair, Lloyd Gallagher, Hans Gmoser, Peter Fuhrmann, Hans
Schwartz”, captions written on back in pencil, yellow “48” sticker, matt
finish.
Three family names post it notes.
255. “Hans in dark clothes Jim Davies photo?”, [Crashed? helicopter in
snow, two men off to right side], n.d., 15 x 10 cm, colour, yellow “47”
sticker, caption written on post it note.
256. “Bugaboo Lumber Camp 1966”, [Group of people sitting around
kitchen table laughing], 8.75 x 12.5 cm, colour, “L-R ?, Hans Gmoser,
Lolly McDonald, ?, ?, Franz Dopf, Anne Dodge Brooks,” captions written
on post it notes, yellow “44” sticker, “Gmoser” written at bottom left
corner.
257. “Nostalgia BU 98 Bish McGill” [Four people dressed in white shirts,
hair masks, and masks, gloves, with patient on table], date stamped
10.4.’98, 9 x 13 cm, colour, “Patient Bob Geber Dr. Bish showing new
computer chip to be implanted in Gebers brain for the millennium”, yellow
“43” sticker, captions written on back and on post it note.
258. “Family Photo”, [Hans and Margaret Gmoser sitting on steps with
Conrad and Robson], n.d., 13 x 9 cm, colour, “Unproc. Marg Gmoser
Donation Env: Early Family V68 Accn 8111” written on back in pencil,
caption written on post it note.
259. “Wedding arch”, [Hans and Margaret Gmoser leaving church after
wedding, under ski arch], May 28, 1966, 9 x 13 cm, colour, caption on
post it note.

Name Access: Gmoser, Hans

Subject Access: Discovery and exploration

Environment and Nature

Exploration

Family

Family and personal life

Mountains

Mountaineering

Photography

Portrait

Sports and recreation

Geographic Access: Banff National Park

Alberta

Canada

Austria

Language: English

Title Source: Title based on contents of file.

Processing Status: Processed

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.
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Part Of: Hans Gmoser fonds
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Description Level: 5 / File

Fonds Number: M224 / S49 / V68

Series: V. Photograph Prints

Sous-Fonds: V68

Accession Number: 8111

Reference Code: V68 / V / PA 9 - 285 to 342

GMD: Photograph

Date Range: 1968-2002

Physical Description: 57 photographs: prints, b&w; col.

History /
Biographical:

See fonds level description.

Scope & Content:

File pertains to mostly photographs of Hans Gmoser recieving awards or at award
ceremonies. Also includes misc. photographs of skiing and climbing.

Notes: Main folder 11.V68-PA 285-303 in “Hans gets an “Golden Order award in
2002". V68-PA 304- 327 "Margaret Gmoser" envelope. V68-PA 328-
342 in “Finance Cash Flow Projections" folder.

IMAGES :
285. [Hans with award, standing, two other men present], 2002, 15 x 10
cm, colour.
286. [Hans with award, standing, two other men present], 2002, 10 x 15
cm, colour.
287. “September 27, 2002 Dr. Josef Puhringer presenting the “Goldene
Verdienstkreuz her Republik Osterreich” at the Landhouse in Linz-
Austria, to Hans Gmoser, l. to r.: Dr. Wendeling Ettmayr, Austrian
Ambassador to Canada, Hans Gmoser, Landeshauptmann Dr. Josef
Puhringer (Governor of Upper Austria)”, [Handshake], 19 x 12.75 cm,
colour, text typed on back in English.
288. [September 27, 2002 Dr. Josef Puhringer presenting the “Goldene
Verdienstkreuz her Republik Osterreich” at the Landhouse in Linz-
Austria, to Hans Gmoser Handshake], 19 x 12.75 cm, colour.
289. [Dr. Josepf Puhringer and another man presenting the “Goldene
Verdienstkreuz her Republik Osterreich” at the Landhouse in Linz-
Austria, to Hans Gmoser], September 27, 2002, 19 x 12.75 cm, colour,
several circular marks on surface.
290. a “September 27, 2002 after being presented the “Goldene
Verdienstkreuz her Republik Osterreich” at the Landhouse in Linz-
Austria”, [Speech to crowd], 19 x 12.75 cm, colour, text typed on back in
English.
290b. “September 27, 2002 after being presented the “Goldene
Verdienstkreuz her Republik Osterreich” at the Landhouse in Linz-
Austria”, [Close up], 19 x 12.75 cm, colour, text typed on back in English.
291. “September 27, 2002 after being presented the “Goldene
Verdienstkreuz her Republik Osterreich” at the Landhouse in Linz-
Austria”, [Close up], 19 x 12.75 cm, colour, text typed on back in English.
292. “September 27, 2002 Landeshauptmann Dr. Josef Puhringer
(Governor of Upper Austria) speaking to about 50 invited guests at the
occasion of awarding the “Goldene Verdienstkreuz her Republik
Osterreich” to Hans Gmoser”, [Speech to crowd], 19 x 12.75 cm, colour,
text typed on back in English.
293. “September 27, 2002 Dr. Josef Puhringer presenting a case of fine
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Austrian Schnaps at the Landhaus in Linz-Austria, to Hans Gmoser. l. to
r.: Dr. Wendeling Ettmayr, Austrian Ambassador to Canada, Hans
Gmoser, Landeshauptmann Dr. Josef Puhringer (Governor of Upper
Austria)”, ], 19 x 12.75 cm, colour, text typed on back in English.
294. “September 27, 2002 Dr. Wendeling Ettmayr, Austrian Ambassador
to Canada speaking to about 50 invited guests at the occasion of
awarding the “Goldene Verdienstkreuz her Republik Osterreich” to Hans
Gmoser”, [Speech to crowd], 19 x 12.75 cm, colour, text typed on back in
English.
295. “September 27, 2002 Landeshauptmann Dr. Josef Puhringer
(Governor of Upper Austria) speaking to about 50 invited guests at the
occasion of awarding the “Goldene Verdienstkreuz her Republik
Osterreich” to Hans Gmoser”, [Close up], 19 x 12.75 cm, colour, text
typed on back in English.
296. “September 27, 2002 Landeshauptmann Dr. Josef Puhringer
(Governor of Upper Austria) speaking to about 50 invited guests at the
occasion of awarding the “Goldene Verdienstkreuz her Republik
Osterreich” to Hans Gmoser”, [Speech to crowd], 19 x 12.75 cm, colour,
text typed on back in English.
297. “September 27, 2002 Landeshauptmann Dr. Josef Puhringer
(Governor of Upper Austria) speaking to about 50 invited guests at the
occasion of awarding the “Goldene Verdienstkreuz her Republik
Osterreich” to Hans Gmoser”, [Speech to crowd], 19 x 12.75 cm, colour,
text typed on back in English.
298. “September 27, 2002 Landeshauptmann Dr. Josef Puhringer
(Governor of Upper Austria) speaking to about 50 invited guests at the
occasion of awarding the “Goldene Verdienstkreuz her Republik
Osterreich” to Hans Gmoser”, [close up], 19 x 12.75 cm, colour, text typed
on back in English.
299. “September 27, 2002 Hans receives the “Goldene Verdienstkreuz
her Republik Osterreich” in Linz Austria, l. to r.: Dr. Wendeling Ettmayr,
Austrian Ambassador to Canada, Hans Gmoser, Landeshauptmann Dr.
Josef Puhringer (Governor of Upper Austria)”, [Handshake], 19 x 12.75
cm, colour, text typed on back in English.
300. “September 27, 2002 after being presented the “Goldene
Verdienstkreuz her Republik Osterreich” in Linz Austria, [close up], 19 x
12.75 cm, colour, text typed on back in English, “Sept 27/02- Linz, Austria
Receiving the Golden Verdienstkreuz of the Republic of Austria.”
301. [September 27, 2002 in crowd prior to being presented the
“Goldene Verdienstkreuz her Republik Osterreich” in Linz Austria], 19 x
12.75 cm, colour.
302. [September 27, 2002 close up prior to being presented the
“Goldene Verdienstkreuz her Republik Osterreich” in Linz Austria], 19 x
12.75 cm, colour.
303. [September 27, 2002 with Dr. Wendeling Ettmayr, Austrian
Ambassador to Canada, and Landeshauptmann Dr. Josef Puhringer
(Governor of Upper Austria) prior to presentation of “Goldene
Verdienstkreuz her Republik Osterreich” at the Landhouse in Linz-
Austria], 19 x 12.75 cm, colour.
Envelope Margaret Gmoser
304. “Marg Gmoser and Trixie Bugaboos 1968” [Margaret Gmoser
holding face of coyote] photograph by Bruno Engler, copyright, 1968,
17.5 x 12.75 cm, black and white, matt finish.
305. [Margaret Gmoser and Trixie Bugaboos 1968 holding face of
coyote] photograph by Bruno Engler, copyright, 1968, 28 x 21 cm, black
and white.
Main folder 12
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306. “Bugaboo Lodge 1968 Alouette III”, [Helicopter on snow],
photograph by Bill Rosenfeld, April 1968, 11 x 11 cm, colour, caption
written on back, “Gmoser” written at bottom left corner.
307. “L-R Betty Moove Bill Hazelett, Hans Gmoser, Margaret, Bu 1972?”,
13 x 9 cm, colour, “Gmoser” written at bottom left corner, caption written
on post it note.
308. “Hans Cariboos 88 Nostalgia Week”, [Hans in bunny costume], 10 x
15 cm, colour, “1988 Ethan Compton, Hans Gmoser, Scipio Merler” on
post it note, caption on back, “Gmoser” written at bottom left corner.
312. “Bugaboo Helipad 1969 or 70 204 Bell”, 13.5 x 10 cm, colour,
caption written on post it note, “Gmoser” written on bottom left.
313. [Helicopter on left side, flying low], n.d., 15.25 x 10 cm, colour.
314. a. “Margaret, Hans, Conrad, [illegible] Cariboos 1976?”, [Group on
skis, with mountain range in back], 17.8 x 12.7 cm, colour, caption on
post it note, “Gmoser” written on bottom left.
314b. “Margaret Gmoser Hans (background), Bugaboos May 2, 1967”,
[Margaret holding poles, with blue hood up], 6 x9 cm, colour, “Gmoser”
written at bottom right.
315. “1965 Marg- Filming trip to Bugaboos –ski touring”, [Wearing navy
sweater and red headband], 9 x 9 cm, colour, “Margaret MacGougan
below Snowpatch Peak” on post it note, caption written on back,
“Gmoser” written at bottom left.
316. “Reception lunch- Jean Stuart, Gertie Hartefeld Honnelor-
chandeliers made by John Achenbach”, Feb 1968, 9 x 9 cm, black and
white, caption written on back, “Gmoser” written at bottom left.
317. “Lynne Grillmair Frank Stark Quintet Glacier Mt. Taurus background
1981-82?”, [Two men standing to right of plane, in snow], 17.8 x 12.7 cm,
black and white, caption written on back, “Gmoser” written at bottom left,
matt finish.
318. “1967 Bugaboo Alouette Jim Davies pilot” [helicopter at top centre,
framed by mountains], photograph by Hans Gmoser, 17.8 x 12.7 cm,
colour, caption written on back, “Gmoser” written at bottom left, matt
finish.
319. “Margaret Gmoser Bugaboos 1970s” photograph by Pete Wingle,
13 x 9 cm, colour, caption written on post it note, “Gmoser” written at
bottom left.
320. “Nostalgia Bu 98 Bish McGill Bob Geber (victim)”, [Three people in
white shirts with hair nets and masks, person on table], 13 x 9 cm, colour,
caption written on back, “L-R Bish McGill Joan Patterson Bob Gerber
Margaret Gmoser” written on post it note, “Gmoser” written at bottom
right.
321. “Frank Stark Lynne Grillmair Quintet Glacier 1981-82 Super Cub
150 hp. plane", [Two men standing in snow, beside plane, on right
holding skis], 17.8 x 12.7 cm, black and white, caption written on back,
“Gmoser” written at bottom left corner, matt finish.
322. “1970 Bugaboos Conrad Gmoser and Chico (tame coyote)”, [Baby
Conrad sitting to right of coyote], 8.5 x 9.5 cm, colour, caption written on
post it note, “Gmoser” written at bottom left.
323. “Beer Commercial BU Lodge Lloyd Gallagher, Rouedi [?]Gertsth,
Peter Schtinegger [?] Herb Blauer 1970?”, [Group of men sitting around
stump inside with beer], 13.5 x 18.25 cm, colour, caption written on back,
“Gmoser” written at top left corner, mounted on heavy card, matt finish.
324. “Bugaboo Bell B1”, [Helicopter central, with mountain in back], n.d.,
18 x 13.25 cm, black and white, captions written on back, “Singer Col. 3
½” deep P.12”, “Gmoser” written at bottom left.
325. “Loading, bottom of Bugaboo Glacier- Alouette Artouste Helicopter
1966”, [Helicopter facing to left, with two people near door], 18 x 13 cm,
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black and white, captions written on back, “Gmoser” written at bottom left
corner, matt finish.
326. “Bugaboo Guides L-R Herb Bleuer, Leo Grillmair, Lloyd Gallegher,
Hans Gmoser, Ruedi Gertsch, Peter Schluneggar, Sepp Renner, Frank
Stark, Ernst Buehler”, [Group of men standing, with bags at feet],
photograph by Bruno Engler, n.d., 23.25 x 18.5 cm, black and white,
caption written on back, “Gmoser” written at bottom left corner, mounted
on card.
327. [Hans Gmoser holding camera in professional shot], n.d., 20 x 26
cm, black and white, pin holes on four corners, paint drip at top centre.
Folder: “Finance Cash Flow Projections
328. [Bugaboo Bell B1 Helicopter central, with mountain in back], n.d., 18
x 13.25 cm, black and white, “Filler” written on back.
329. [Helicopter landing; Bugaboo Bell B1 Helicopter?] n.d., 18 x 13.25
cm, black and white, “Filler” written on back.
330. [Helicopter landing; Bugaboo Bell B1 Helicopter?] n.d., 18 x 13.25
cm, black and white, “P 1x2 1 5/6” deep 27 ½” written on back.
331. [Helicopter landing; Bugaboo Bell B1 Helicopter?] n.d., 18 x 13.25
cm, black and white.
332. [Lodge Bugaboo? In spring or summer, with man and boy standing
at base], n.d., 17.25 x 12.5 cm, colour.
333. [Six skiers preparing in foreground, with mountains in back], n.d.,
black and white, 18 x 12.75 cm, matt finish.
334. [Six skiers preparing in foreground, with mountains in back], n.d.,
black and white, 18 x 12.75 cm, matt finish.
335. [Bugaboo Bell B1 Helicopter central, with mountain in back], n.d.,
12.5 x 13.25 cm, black and white, “1 8 x 10 Test Print please!” written on
back, front has pen marks indicating cropping.
336. [Three people with ski poles in foreground, standing at base of
mountain peak], n.d., 13 x 17.75 cm, black and white.
337. [Helicopter at right side, framed by mountains], n.d., 12.5 x 18.25
cm, black and white, matt finish.
338. “For Marg G. Conrad- Toni Tochc- Snowpatch -3/78”, [Two people
skiing in foreground, two people standing in background, mountain in
back], 18 x 12.75 cm, black and white, matt finish, “B-BW-12” inscribed in
pen at front bottom right.
339. [Helicopter above snow and trees, mountains in back, n.d., 8.5 x 8.5
cm, black and white.
340. [Orange, blue and green tents, surrounded by rocks with mountains
in back], n.d., 9 x 9 cm, colour.
341. [Gmoser on red skis, going up snowdrift, with mountains in back],
n.d., 9 x 9 cm, colour.
342. [Three people with poles, standing at base of mountain], n.d., 12.75
x 13 cm, black and white, pen lines on front indicate proposed cropping,
“50 5 x 7, 5 8 x 10” written on back.

Name Access: Gmoser, Hans
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Subject Access: Activities

Awards

Discovery and exploration

Ceremony

Climbing

Backcountry skiing

Buildings

Environment and Nature

Exploration

Family and personal life

Mountains

Mountaineering

Portrait

Photography

Professional and Personal Life

Scenery

Sports and recreation

Skiing

Ski areas

Geographic Access: Alberta

British Columbia

Canada

Access Restrictions: Restrictions under review.

Language: English

Title Source: Title based on contents of file

Content Details: RESTRICTION UNDER REVIEW
309. “Hans Gmoser Shirley Bridges Bu. Nostalgia Wk”, [Hans dancing in
drag, with beads in hair], 10 x 15 cm, colour, caption on post it note,
“Gmoser” written at bottom left corner.
RESTRICTION UNDER REVIEW
310. “Shirley Bridge Bu” “Margaret Gmoser Bu 1981 or 82? Nostalgia
Week”, [Margaret looking at Shirley, dressed up], 13 x 10 cm, colour,
caption on post it note, “Gmoser” written at bottom left corner.
RESTRICTION UNDER REVIEW
311. “Adamants 19 Bish McGill Margaret Gmoser Joan Patterson
Nostalgia Wk”, [Margaret in middle, holding hands of two people dressed
in ski gear], n.d., 10 x 15 cm, colour, caption on post it note, “Gmoser
written at bottom right corner.

Processing Status: Processed

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.
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Part Of: Hans Gmoser fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Fonds Number: M224 / S49 / V68

Series: V. Photograph Prints

Sous-Fonds: V68

Accession Number: 7361

Reference Code: V68 / V / PA 12 - 436 to 492

GMD: Photograph

Date Range: [ca. 1960-1970]

Physical Description: 56 photographs: prints, b&w; col.

History /
Biographical:

See fonds level description

Scope & Content:

File pertains to portaits of Hans Gmoser used for professional purposes. Includes also images
of Gmoser climbing, skiing, and filming, friends and colleagues, scenic views.

Notes: From "Hans 1960s" folder.

IMAGES :
436. “Edi Newcombe, Franz Dopf, Hans Gmoser, 1953, Golden to
Glacier Station Trip to climb Sir Donald NW ridge”, [Young men leaning
over, loading trunk of car], 12.75 x 9 cm, black and white, caption written
on back.
437. “Aug 1969 1959? H. Gmoser, Brian Greenwood, Fred Beckey, near
Emperor Falls”, [Three men cooking/eating in woods, near woodpile],
17.8 x 12.7 cm, black and white, caption written on post it note.
438. [Gmoser with one hand on hip, forehead wrinkled, trees in back],
n.d., 9 x 13 cm, colour.
439. “Hans Gmoser- (Left figure) Canadian Icefields Expedition 1960
Mummery 2 20 ½ %”, [Four men hiking, with mountain range behind], 13 x
17.25, black and white, caption written on back.
440. “1963 Hans Gmoser”, [Hans holding camera, with ski poles over his
right shoulder], 20 x 25.75 cm, black and white, caption and
cropping/resizing information written on back, matt finish.
441. [Climber using icepick, with mountain ranges in background],
photograph copyright Bruno Engler, 25.5 x 20 cm, n.d., black and white,
sticker on back.“Whyte Museum copy negative” [Climber using icepick,
with mountain ranges in background], photograph copyright Bruno Engler,
12.5 x 10 cm, n.d., black and white. See PA-451. V68/NA-53
442. “Fred Becky (R) Hans Gmoser Aug 1969”, [Talking, with wood
around], 25.5 x 20 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
443. “Freshfields Early 1960s”, [Backs of two people, walking into snowy
expanse], 17.5 x 13 cm, black and white.
444. “Leaving for Mt. Robson Aug 1957 Neil Brown, Sarya Spinkova,
Clair Brown, Hans Gmoser”, [Five people standing in woods with
backpacks, Gmoser second from right], 17.8 x 12.7 cm, black and white,
caption written on back, “Wally Adams” written on post it note.
445. “Mt. Sir Wilfred Laurier Sand Glacier 1963 Wolf Keller, Jim
CcConkey, Mike Wiegele, Linda Crutchfield, Hans Gmoser”, [People
walking up mountain in snow], 20 x 25.5 cm, black and white.
“Hans Gmoser Edmonton 1957 as Electrician” folder
446. “Hans Gmoser Edmonton 1951 as Electrician” [Gmoser sitting on
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electrical pole], 1951, 6.5 x 9.5 cm, black and white, textured edges.
447. [Gmoser in profile, wearing cap], 1951, 6.5 x 9.5 cm, black and
white, textured edges.
448. [Gmoser sitting], 1951, 6.5 x 9.5 cm, black and white, textured
edges.
449. [Gmoser sitting next to man with tool, industrial area in background],
1951, 6.5 x 9.5 cm, black and white, textured edges.
450. “Edmonton 1951 Hans Gmoser (R) Electrician”, [Gmoser sitting
standing with two men, industrial area in background], 1951, 6.5 x 9.5 cm,
black and white, textured edges.
451. [Gmoser sitting next to man with tool, industrial area in background],
1951, 6.5 x 9.5 cm, black and white, textured edges.
452. “Ascending to Vulture Col Between Mt. Olive-Gordon on Wapta
Icefield 1960”, [Two people with poles walking towards camera], 17.8 x
12.7 cm, black and white, caption written on back, sizing captions written
on back, image bent through middle.
453. “Filming at Yamnuska 1962”, [Gmoser looking up, camera on
tripod], 12.7 x 17.8 cm, black and white, caption written on back, “48%”
written on back.
454. “Rossland 1962”, [Hans holding camera in profile, leg in cast?], 12.7
x 17.8 cm, black and white, caption written on back, small surface rip on
left side.
455. “Rudi Gertsch 1966? Bugaboo Rock School”, [Man hanging from
rope], 20 x 25.5 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
456. “Bugaboo Climbing Camp 1965, Margaret Gmoser (L) (Middle
Unknown) Hans Gmoser (R)”, [Three people holding ropes, overlooking
mountain], 25.5 x 20 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
457. “Hans Gmoser-standing Pierre Garneau on Wapta Icefield
approaching Baker Col.”, [Hans looking to left, holding poles, carrying
backpack, man behind with back to camera], April 6, 1990 stamped,
photograph copyright Bruno Engler, 20 x 25.5 cm, black and white,
captions written on back.
458. “Hans Gmoser 1965/66?”, [Hans holding camera, close up looking
at photographer], 20 x 25.5 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
459. “Picture #1 Aspen 1962”, [Hans holding camera, close up looking at
photographer], 20 x 25.5 cm, black and white, caption written on back,
matt finish, “36%” written on back.
460. “Aspen 1962”, [Hans close up looking to right], 20 x 25.5 cm, black
and white, caption written on back, matt finish.
461. “Aspen 1962”, [Hans close up looking to right], 20 x 25.5 cm, black
and white, caption written on back, matt finish.
462. “1963/64 Hans Gmoser”, [Hans holding camera, close up looking at
photographer, with skis over right shoulder], 20 x 25.5 cm, black and
white, caption written on back, matt finish.
463. “1963/64 Hans Gmoser”, [Hans leaning over and holding camera
with both hands], 20 x 25.5 cm, black and white, caption written on back,
matt finish.
464. “Roy Hargraves Robson Ranch Hans Gmoser”, [Hargraves and
Gmoser sitting beside piano], Aug 1957, 20 x 25.5 cm, black and white,
caption written on back and on post it note.
465. “Hans Gmoser”, [Hans close up, smiling, with rope visible in bottom
of shot], 20 x 25.5 cm, black and white, caption written on back, matt
finish.
466. “Noel Gardner Skiing Mt. Fidelity South Run February 1964”, [Man
skiing down mountain with trees and mountains in back], photograph
likely by Hans Gmoser, 20 x 25.5 cm, black and white, caption written on
back.
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467. “Hans Gmoser, Sommer 1965 in Den Bugaboos East Post Spire”,
[Gmoser vertically climbing rock face], 20 x 25.5 cm, black and white,
caption written on back.
468. “Red Shirt Route on Yamnuska”, [Two men vertically climbing rock
face, with valley visible in background], 20 x 25.5 cm, black and white,
caption written on back.
469. “Hans Gmoser on the Red Shirt Route, Yamnuska, ca. 1962. Credit
Canadian Mountain Holidays”, [Gmoser vertically climbing rock face], 12
x 23 cm, black and white, caption typed and glued to bottom of
photograph.
470. “Backwards photo”, [Gmoser vertically climbing rock face], 12.75 x
18 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
471. “Backwards photo”, [Gmoser vertically climbing rock face], 12.75 x
18 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
472. “Backwards photo”, [Gmoser vertically climbing rock face], 12.75 x
18 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
473. “Castle Mountain South Tower”, [Gmoser vertically climbing rock
face, head leaning into rock], 12.75 x 18 cm, black and white, caption
written on post it note.
474. “Hans Gmoser climbing Castle Mountain South Tower”, [Gmoser
vertically climbing rock face], 20 x 25.5 cm, black and white, caption
written on back, “V68/accn 7361 Box 1 of 5” written on back.
475. “Base of Castle Tower”, [Gmoser arranging ropes, kneeling on
ground], 12.75 x 18 cm, black and white, caption written on post it note.
476. “Cory Crack”, [Gmoser vertically climbing rock face, with valley
visible below], 12.75 x 18 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
477. “Picture #4 Bugaboos On Eastpost Spire 1964 Crop as indicated”,
[Gmoser standing on rock ridge, with mountain peak visible behind],
12.75 x 18 cm, black and white, caption written on back, “79%” written on
back.
478. “To Hans from Art Davis – Hans at Lae des Arex Rock climbing
school June, 1966”, [Hans scaling rock, in harness, with one arm
extended], 10 x 15 cm, black and white, on heavy paper, caption written
on back.
479. “1963/64 Hans Gmoser”, [Gmoser squatting on skis, holding
camera], 20 x 25.5 cm, black and white, caption written on back,
“V68/accn 7361 Box 1 of 5” written on back.Whyte Museum copy
negative: [1963/64 Hans Gmoser, Gmoser squatting on skis, holding
camera], 10 x 12 cm, black and white. See V68/PA-489. V68/NA-54
480. “Sim McConney on the Canoe Glacier May 1962”, [Skier jumping,
with small plane on ground, person watching in background], 25.5 x 20
cm, black and white, caption written on back, “95%” written on back.
481. [Hans and woman scaling cliff, Hans in front, woman attached by
rope in back, with mountain ranges behind, and valley below], photograph
copyright Bruno Engler, 25.5 x 20 cm, black and white, caption “V68/accn
7361 Box 1 of 5” written on back. Whyte Museum copy negative: [Hans
and woman scaling cliff, Hans in front, woman attached by rope in back,
with mountain ranges behind, and valley below], copyright Bruno Engler,
10 x 12 cm, black and white. See V68/PA-491. V68/NA-55
482. “Cory Crack”, [Gmoser vertically climbing rock face, with valley
visible below], 25.5 x 20 cm, black and white, caption written on post it
note. Whyte Museum copy negative: [Gmoser vertically climbing rock
face, with valley visible below], 10 x 12 cm, black and white. See PA-492.
V68/NA-56
483. “Mt. Baker 1965”, [Hans leaning over, adjusting pack], 8.5 x 8.5 cm,
black and white, caption written on back.
484. “Leo Grillmair (L) Hans Gmoser (R)”, [Two men tying shoes, sitting
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on pole], “Foto Erwin Tontsch 1966”, 27 x 17.5 cm, black and white,
“V68/accn 7361 Box 1 of 5” written on back, caption written on post it
note. See O.S. Whyte Museum copy negative: [Leo Grillmair (L) Hans
Gmoser (R) Two men tying shoes, sitting on pole Foto Erwin Tontsch
1966], 10 x 12 cm, black and white. V68/NA-57.
485. “Pierre Trudeau PM Hans Gmoser, On Bugaboo Spire 1972”, [Two
men climbing, with mountain in background], 19 x 25 cm, black and white,
“V68 accn 7361 Box 1 last env. Labeled “Hans 1960s” written on back,
caption written on back. Whyte Museum copy negative: [Pierre Trudeau
PM Hans Gmoser, On Bugaboo Spire 1972 Two men climbing, with
mountain in background], 10 x 12 cm, black and white. V68/NA-58. See
PA-495
486. [Pierre Trudeau and Hans meeting, shaking hands, with others
looking on], July 1972, 25.75 x 20.25 cm, black and white.
487. “Pierre Trudeau 1972 second left Hans Gmoser Bugaboos”, [Four
people standing on rock, with mountains in back, Hans pointing, third
from left], July 1972, 25.75 x 20.25 cm, black and white, caption written
on back. Whyte Museum copy negative: [Pierre Trudeau 1972 second left
Hans Gmoser Bugaboos Four people standing on rock, with mountains in
back, Hans pointing, third from left], 10 x 12 cm, black and white.
V68/NA-59. See PA 497
488. [Young Hans playing zither at table, flaw in picture on left side], 20 x
25.5 cm, black and white.
489. “Jim Davies and Hans Gmoser March 1961”, [Hans and Davies
standing in front of plane], photograph by Bruno Engler, 25.5 x 20 cm,
black and white, matt finish, caption written on back.
490. “Hans Gmoser On Mt. Louis 1961”, [Hans looking up, sitting on
rock], photograph by Clair Brown, 20 x 25.5 cm, black and white, caption
written on back.
491. “Hans Gmoser Jim Davies”, [Hans and Davies standing in front of
plane], March 1961 photograph by Bruno Engler, 25.5 x 20 cm, black and
white, matt finish, caption written on post it note, “V68/copy neg made
accn 7361 Box 1 of 5 accn 7361” written on back. Photocopy of image
“NEG filed in V68/copy neg drawer” V68/NA-60. See PA-501
492. “Scott Henderson (L) Hans Gmoser Jumbo t. Bugaboo 1965
(Roving Skis Filming?)”, [Hans working on ski, next to young man], “Foto
E. Tontsch 1965”, 17.5 x 27 cm, colour, matt finish.

Name Access: Gmoser, Hans

Subject Access: Activities

Climbing

Discovery and exploration

Environment and Nature

Family and personal life

Filming

Mountains

Mountaineering

Professional and Personal Life

Skiing

Sports and recreation
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.
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Skiing and Climbing Trips
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions22915

Part Of: Hans Gmoser fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Fonds Number: V224 / S49 / V68

Series: V. Photograph Prints

Sous-Fonds: V68

Accession Number: 7361

Reference Code: V68 / V / PA 13 - 493 to 561

GMD: Photograph

Date Range: [ca. 1950-1960]

Physical Description: 68 photographs: prints, b&w; col.

History /
Biographical:

See fonds level description

Scope & Content:

File pertains to various skiing and climbing trips throughout the Rocky Mountains and Selkirks.

Notes: From unmarked folder.

IMAGES :
493. “Hans Albeit Snowfield May 1956”, [Hans in shorts climbing up into
snow patch from river], 16 x 11 cm, black and white, caption written on
back.
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494. “1951 Austria Hans Gmoser”, [Professional portrait], 8.5 x 14 cm,
black and white, caption written on back, textured edges, on heavy paper
with postcard lines.
495. “May 1954, Plain of 6 Glaciers”, [Man standing in front of scree pile],
7.5 x 7.5 cm, black and white.
496. “1951 Austria Hans Gmoser”, [Professional portrait], 8.5 x 14 cm,
black and white, caption written on back, textured edges, on heavy paper
with postcard lines.
497. “1951 Austria Hans Gmoser”, [Professional portrait], 8.5 x 14 cm,
black and white, caption written on back, textured edges, on heavy paper
with postcard lines.
498. “1951 Austria Hans Gmoser”, [Professional portrait], 8.5 x 14 cm,
black and white, caption written on back, textured edges, on heavy paper
with postcard lines.
499. “1951 Austria Hans Gmoser”, [Professional portrait], 8 x 12.75 cm,
black and white, caption written on back, textured edges, on heavy paper
with postcard lines.
500. “Linz, Austria 1951 Hans Gmoser”, [Professional portrait with hat],
12 x 15.5 cm, black and white, caption written on back, textured edges,
matt finish.
501. “Mt. Schaffer 12 July 66, Hans is up”, [Hans gripping rocks, holding
rope], 13 x 9 cm, colour, caption written on back.
502. “Performing in the ‘Wildlife Room’ at the Otsego Ski Club in
Gaylord, Michigan 1956/57”, [Hans holding guitar, next to man with
microphone], 9.5 x 9.5 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
503. “Albert Icefield Trip May 1956”, [Hans with beard, sitting on grass],
11 x 16 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
504. “Selkirks may 1956 Uto-Eagle Col”, [Hans smiling and holding side,
with mountains in back], 11 x 16 cm, black and white, caption written on
back.
505. “Crossing stream on way to Albert Snowfield May 1956 (Hans)”, 16
x 11 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
506. “Muriel Gratz”, [Holding rock, sitting on mountain], 13 x 9 cm, black
and white, caption written on back.
507. “Mt. Alberta 3rd Ascent 1958 Sarka Spinkova, Weil Bvoion, Heinz
Kohl (seated front) Hans Gmoser”, [Group of people sitting, surrounded
by ropes and rocks, with mountains in back, Hans on far right], 12.5 x 18
cm, black and white, caption written on back.
508. “Hitch Hiking near Banff 1953 Leo Grillmair, ?, H.G.], [Junction
Norquay Road sign for chairlift in back], 8 x 5.75 cm, black and white,
caption written on back.
509. “Rundle Rock @ 1953 Hans Gmoser”, [Gmoser hanging from rope],
10.25 x 16.25 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
510. “Mt. Louis 1954 Hans Gmoser”, [Gmoser’s back from below,
climbing], 8.5 x 13.5 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
511. “1953? Hans Gmoser Irene Reader, Lake Louise Tea Room”, [Hans
standing, Irene sitting under Tea Room sign], 13 x 8.5 cm, black and
white, caption written on post it note.
512. “Yamnuska Hans Gmoser 1956”, [Hans organizing rope at edge of
peak], 5.5 x 8 cm, colour, rounded edges, caption written on back.
513. “Winter 1959”, [Woman and man facing one another, image blown
out], 15 x 10 cm, colour, caption written on back.
514. “Hans Gmoser 1956 Yamnuska”, [Hans to right, holding rope, with
trees in background on left],5.5 x 8 cm. colour, caption written on back,
“V68 accn 7361” written on back, rounded edges.
515. [Ski poles stuck into snow, with trees and mountains behind], n.d.,
20 x 25.5 cm, black and white, matt finish. Whyte Museum copy negative:
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[Ski poles stuck into snow, with trees and mountains behind], n.d., 10 x 12
cm, black and white. V68/NA-61. PA-524
516. “The giant seabern [?] of the Marmot Derby- Hans Gmoser March
1956”, [Gmoser jumping off ski jump, blurred], 12.5 x 18 cm, black and
white, caption written on back.
517. “The bouquet after the derby Receiving Prize from Harry Dempster
(Sup. Jasper Natl. Park) March 1956 Marmot Derby”, [Handshake,
Gmoser on right], 12.5 x 18 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
518. “1950s”, [Gmoser sitting in front of house], 5.25 x 5.25 cm, black and
white, caption written on back.
519. “Philippe Delesalle (R) Leo Grillmair (next) Mt. Edith 1953?”, [Four
men sitting on rock], 9 x 9 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
520. “1955 Bow Summit Fire Warden”, [Hans looking down, with beard],
5.5 x 5.5 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
521. “Lizzies Camp Sunburst Lake Hans Gmoser”, [Hans standing
outside tent in shorts], 13 x 9 cm, black and white, caption written on
back.
522. “On Mt. Blackburn, Wrangel Icefield Alaska 1958”, [One person
walking through snow], black and white, caption written on back, bottom
edge ripped.
Superior Album Prints “Assiniboine E. Strom, Don Gardner Al Johnson”
523. “Don Gardner”, [Seated on rock], 9 x 13 cm, black and white,
caption written on back.
524. “1954 Erling Strom, Carter Meyer Hans Gmoser going up Allen by
Pars”, [on horseback with mountains on left] 9 x 13 cm, black and white,
caption written on back.
525. “Assiniboine Lodge Aug 1960”, [Horse with man and rocks], 9 x 13
cm, black and white, caption written on back.
526. “Top of Mt. Hector 1955”, [Gmoser sitting on left with hands clasped,
with mountains behind], 15 x 13 cm, black and white, caption written on
back, matt finish.
527. “Top of Mt. Hector 1955”, [Gmoser sitting on left with hands clasped,
with mountains behind], 15 x 13 cm, black and white, caption written on
back, matt finish.
528. [Gmoser looking into camera, up rock Filming on McArthur Little
Yoho 1957], 12 x 17 cm, black and white.
529. [Gmoser holding camera, with rope Filming on McArthur Little Yoho
1957], 12 x 17 cm, black and white.
530. “Filming on McArthur Little Yoho 1957”, [Gmoser looking into
camera, up rock], 12 x 17 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
531. [Gmoser holding camera, with rope Filming on McArthur Little Yoho
1957], 12 x 17 cm, black and white.
532. “Filming on McArthur Little Yoho 1957”, [Gmoser from back, scaling
rock], 12 x 17 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
533. “Franz Dopf Hans Gmoser Grossglockner Austria 1949”, [Two boys
sitting under cross], 8.25 x 8.25 cm, black and white, caption written on
back, “97%” taped to back.
534. “Franz Dopf Hans Gmoser (riding) Grossg Cockner Austria 1949”,
[Gmoser on bike], 8.25 x 8.25 cm, black and white, caption written on
back, “150%” taped to back.
535. “Mt. Blackburn 1958 Don Sheldon and Super Cub”, [Landed small
plane], 25.5 x 20 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
536. “Hans May 1958 by Elsa Wyatt”, [Hans looking to left, with trees
behind, rope in lap], 20 x 25.5 cm, black and white, matt finish, glued to
heavy card, caption written on back.
537. “1957 Banff”, [Gmoser looking up, holding pick, rope beside, other
hand on hip], 12 x 18 cm, black and white, “Return to BV. Foster Western
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Canadian Ski News 64% p4 #1 Pik #5” written on back, caption written
on back, “crop head” written on front in red.
538. “Hans May 1958 by Elsa Wyatt”, [Hans looking to left, with trees
behind, rope in lap], 12.7 x 17.8 cm, black and white, matt finish, glued to
heavy card, caption written on back.
539. “58?”, [Gmoser seated, holding pick, rope over shoulder],
Photograph by Elza Wyatt, 12.7 x 17.8 cm, black and white, caption
written on post it note, matt finish.
540. “Banff 1958”, [Gmoser seated, holding pick, rope over shoulder],
Photograph by Elza Wyatt, 12.7 x 17.8 cm, black and white, caption
written on back, matt finish.
541. “Little Yoho Christmas 1953 below isolated peak”, [Man with poles,
looking back over shoulder], 13 x 9 cm, black and white, caption written
on back.
542. “On Sunburst Peak Assiniboine area NE Face 1956”, [Gmoser
scaling cliff face], photograph by Clair Brown, 12.7 x 17.8 cm, black and
white, caption written on back.
543. “1 The Eastern Glaciers of the Albert Snowfield, the peak on the
right is a 10, 000 foot unamed [sic] tower”, [Mountain in distance],
photograph by Philippe Delesalle, n.d., 10 x 15 cm, black and white,
caption typed on piece of paper which enclosed pictures.
544. “2 The approach to the Albert Snowfield led through 17 miles of
steep, narrow canyons and thick bush. It took 5 days to cover the
distance”, [Distance shot of water, cliffs and bushes],photograph by
Philippe Delesalle, n.d., 10 x 15 cm, black and white, caption typed on
piece of paper which enclosed pictures.
545. “3 Sometime we were for days completely engulfed by the Slide
Alders”, [Leaning over, obscured by greenery], photograph by Philippe
Delesalle, n.d., 10 x 15 cm, black and white, caption typed on piece of
paper which enclosed pictures.
546. “5 It was difficult to hold your balance on the slippery rocks and logs
in the rushing current”, [Gmoser holding ski, standing in river beside
waterfall, about to climb onto snowdrift], photograph by Philippe
Delesalle, n.d., 10 x 15 cm, black and white, caption typed on piece of
paper which enclosed pictures, Pictures 4, 6, 7, missing.
547. “Climbing Caster Pu above Asulkan Pass May 1956”, [Mountain
peak, very small figure visible climbing near top], 10 x 15 cm, black and
white, caption written on back.
548. “South buttress of Cascade Mtn. 1955 (Hans G. Leading)”, [Gmoser
from below, back visible, rope extending down through image], 11 x 8 cm,
black and white, matt finish.
549. “South side of Albert Group 1956”, [Mountain], 16 x 11.5 cm, black
and white, caption written on back.
550. “Camp along flat creek, Albert Icefield Trip 1956”, [Gmoser cooking
in pot on snow, laundry hanging in background, poles to left], 16 x 11.5
cm, black and white, caption written on back.
551. “Head of Bain Broom, Albert Icefield 1956”, [Mountain], 16 x 11.5
cm, black and white, caption written on back.
552. “Mummery Trip Mt. Freshfield”, [Mountain], 12.7 x 17.8 cm, black
and white, caption written on back.
553. “Kurt Lukas Fording Sunwapta River May 1954”, [Walking through
river, with skis on back], 11 x 8 cm, black and white, caption written on
back.
554. “Kurt Lukas Fording Sunwapta River May 1954”, [Walking through
river, with skis on back], 11 x 8 cm, black and white, caption written on
back.
555. “On the Wrangel Icefield 1958”, [Man at distance, with mountains in
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back], 12.75 x 9 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
556. “At the Wheeler Hut May 1960 L to R Petty Telfer, Kit Skezzy, Kurt
Seiffert, Anne Muirhead, Kirt and Ruta Lukas, Hans Gmoser, Stan
Seiffert”, [Group of people bside hut, with skis and snow in background],
10.5 x 7.75 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
557. “Anne Muirhead, V. Wintonica, Peggy Teler, Waiting for the train to
Glacier (Rogers Pass) May 1960”, [Two women standing with skis, one
woman sitting with guitar, sign “Golden” on train station], 10.5 x 7.75 cm,
black and white, caption written on back.
558. “Bin Moran, Anne Muirhead, and Petty Telfer”, [Man with small
guitar, two people packing, sign “Golden” on train station], 10.5 x 7.75
cm, black and white, caption written on back.
559. “Wheeler Hut, May 1960”, [Three people organizing wood in front of
hut], 10.5 x 7.75 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
560. “Looking West from Summit of Mt. Hector Aug 1955”, [Mountain],
10.5 x 7.75 cm, black and white, caption written on back, matt finish.
561. [Snapshot of older woman, laughing, wearing floral blouse with
brooch at neck, inside, looking towards mountains out window], 20 x 25.5
cm, colour.
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.
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Professional Skiing and Climbing Photographs
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions22917

Part Of: Hans Gmoser fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Fonds Number: M224 / S49 / V68

Series: V. Photograph Prints

Sous-Fonds: V68

Accession Number: 7361

Reference Code: V68 / V / PA 15 - 599 to 662

GMD: Photograph

Date Range: [ca 1950-1970]

Physical Description: 63 photographs: prints, b&w; col.

History /
Biographical:

See fonds level description

Scope & Content:

File pertains to images of Hans Gmoser, family, and friends skiing and climbing throughout the
Rocky Mountains and Selkirks. Includes photographs used for professional purposes.
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Notes: Photographs in marked envelopes, potentially organized for Chic Scott's
book. V68/PA 599-621 "Miscellaneous 1960s-60’s",V68/PA 622-626
"Columbia icefield",V68/PA 627-629 "Canoe Glacier 1963", V68/PA
630-641 "April 1961 Icefields Trip",V68/PA 642-658 "Yamnuska
1950’s", V68/PA 659-662 "Mumery/Freshfield Tzasezse with Guests
1961".

IMAGES :
599. [Cropped image of skis stuck in snow with mountain behind], n.d.,
11.25 x 20.25 cm, black and white.
600. “Spitzmauer N-Pfeiler [?] Klambauer Karl, Franz Dopf, Karl
MitterLehner 1951”, [Three people sitting on cliff, looking down], 8.5 x
13.25 cm, black and white, textured edges, heavy paper with postcard
lines.
601. [Spitzmauer N-Pfeiler [?] Klambauer Karl, Franz Dopf, Karl
MitterLehner 1951 Three people sitting on cliff, looking down], 8.5 x 13.25
cm, black and white, textured edges, heavy paper with postcard lines.
602. “Leo Grillmair Hans Gmoser Calgary 1952”, [Two men walking down
street], 8 x 11.5 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
603. “With Ed Hohann behind the Brazeau Icefield”, [Gmoser with eyes
closed, mountains behind], 8 x 11.5 cm, black and white, caption written
on back.
604. [Man looking over shoulder on skis, with mountains behind], 8 x 11.5
cm, black and white, caption written on back.
605. [Man from back with mountains behind], 8 x 11.5 cm, black and
white, caption written on back.
606. [Two men from back with mountains behind], 8 x 11.5 cm, black and
white, caption written on back.
607. “Noel Gardner skiing fidelity South run”, [Man skiing], 12.7 x 17.8
cm, black and white, caption written on back.
608. [Man jumping on skis, mountains behind], 8 x 11.5 cm, black and
white.
609. [Man jumping on skis, mountains behind], 12.7 x 17.8 cm, black and
white.
610. “Memories Fred Crichard, Neil Brown, Sev Hiebieg, Capt. R.
Higgins, Hans, Kananaskis, Summer 1957”, [Blurred picture of five men
standing in front of yellow tent], 8 x 11.5 cm, colour, caption written on
back.
611. “Jim McConkey”, [Man smiling, holding skis over shoulder], n.d., 10 x
13 cm, colour, caption written on back.
612. “With Roy Hargraves at Mt. Robson 1957”, [Sitting in front of piano,
Hans on right], 9 x 9 cm, black and white, caption written on back,
textured edges.
613. “Attempt on Mt. Sir Donald NW Ridge Sep. 1953”, [Three people
standing in foreground at left, mountain in back], 13 x 9 cm, black and
white, caption written on back.
614. “Attempt on Mt. Sir Donald NW Ridge Sep. 1953”, [Two people
standing in foreground at left, mountain in back], 13 x 9 cm, black and
white, caption written on back.
615. “Smitty Gardner, Hans Gmoser, Rod McKenzie Mt. Temple Trip
Sep. 1957, [Three men looking at camera, white background, Gmoser in
middle], 13 x 9 cm, colour, caption written on back.
616. [Mountain with route drawn in pen], black and white, 6 x 9 cm, “112%
A” written on back, textured edges.
617. [Hans from below, rope into bottom of image], black and white, “B
152%” written on back, matt finish.
618. [Man from above, rope into bottom of image], black and white, “C
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112%” written on back, matt finish.
619. “ACC Summer Camp 1965 near Mt. Forbes”, [People sitting and
lying on ground, Hans in foreground], 13 x 9 cm, colour, caption written on
back.
620. “ACC Summer Camp 1965 near Mt. Forbes”, [People sitting and
lying on ground, Hans in foreground], 13 x 9 cm, colour, caption written on
back.
621. “Gmoser, Greenwood, and Beckey at the foot of Emperor Ridge, Mt.
Robson, 1959”, [Three men eating in campsite], photograph by Clair
Brown, 9 x 9 cm, black and white, textured edges, caption written on
paper glued to bottom, and back.
622. “Jim Gray, Columbia Icefield April 1964”, [Holding sunglasses and
wearing goggles], 13 x 18 cm, black and white.
623. “Mt. Athabaska”, [Three cars in front of mountain], “65%” and sizing
notes written on back, 13 x 18 cm, black and white.
624. [Three skiers hiking], 13 x 18 cm, black and white.
625. “Mike Wiegele, Don Gardner, Jim Gardner on Snow Dome”, [Four
men organizing, standing with skis], 13 x 18 cm, black and white.
626. “Selkirks #2”, [Mike Wiegele, Don Gardner, Jim Gardner on Snow
Dome Four men organizing, standing with skis], 13 x 18 cm, black and
white, “25%” written on back.
627. “Special High Mountain Tours High camp on the Canoe Glaciers
May 1963”, [Two men standing beside tent, with skis in snow, at base of
mountain], 13 x 18 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
628. “Ski Mtng Course Bob Smith, Jim McConney, Star Walton, Linda
Crutchfleu, on Mt. Sir Wilfred Laurier May 1963”, [Four people hiking with
poles in snow], 13 x 18 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
629. “Picture #3 Mt. Hostility from Upper Canoe Glacier May 1963”, [Six
people getting ready beside tents], 13 x 18 cm, black and white, caption
written on back.
630. Garneau, Philippe Delesalle, Hans Gmoser, Kurt Kukas, Pat
Boswell”, [Six men kneeling for picture], April 1961, 12 x 10 cm, black
and white, caption written on back.
631. “Don Gardner (back to camera) April 1961 Wapta-Sherbrooke
Creek”, [Five people preparing in front of cars, Gmoser in centre on skis],
April 1961, 12 x 10 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
632. “L-R Hans G., Neil Brown, Pat Boswell, Kurt Lukas, Philippe
Delesalle” [5 men standing on skis, Gmoser at front directs], April 1961,
12 x 10 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
633. “April 1961”, [Gmoser with box in centre, others surround], April
1961, 12 x 10 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
634. “Don Gardner (Hat) Gertie Hartefeld Wapta-Sherbrooke Creek”,
[Three men in front of cars], April 1961, 12 x 10 cm, black and white,
caption written on back.
635. [6 men standing on skis, Gmoser at front directs April 1961 L-R
H.G., Pat Boswell, Neil Brown, Kurt Lukas, Pierre Garneau, Philippe
Delesalle (hidden)], April 1961, 12 x 10 cm, black and white.
636. “Hans Gmoser April 1961”, [Gmoser adjusting skis], April 1961, 12 x
10 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
637. [Man with beard and toque on skis, taking poles from leaning on
car], April 1961, 12 x 10 cm, black and white, caption written on back,
flaw in print at car bumper.
638. “April 1961 L-R H.G., Pat Boswell, Neil Brown, Kurt Lukas, Pierre
Garneau, Philippe Delesalle (hidden)” [6 men standing on skis, Gmoser
at front directs], April 1961, 12 x 10 cm, black and white, caption written
on back.
639. “1961 Iceields Trip, Leaving from Wapta Lake”, [Group at cars, ski
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poles in foreground], April 1961, 12 x 10 cm, black and white.
640. “Bruno Engler with camera”, [Man setting up camera in front of door,
man adjusting ski, man with bag], April 1961, 12 x 10 cm, black and
white, “V68” written on back, caption written on back.
641. “Bruno Engler with camera”, [Man setting up camera in front of door,
man adjusting ski, man with bag], April 1961, 12 x 10 cm, black and
white, “V68/accn 7361 Box 1/5 “Icefield” env” written on back, caption
written on back.
642. [Man climbing between two rock faces], 7 x 10.25 cm, black and
white.
643. [Man reaching for hold at left], 7 x 10.25 cm, black and white.
644. [Person looking out of rock hole], 7 x 10.25 cm, black and white.
645. [Mountain], 9 x 6 cm, black and white.
646. [Person from below, climbing], 10 x 7 cm, black and white.
647. [Man adjusting rope, looking down with back to camera], 7 x 10 cm,
black and white.
648. [Rock overlooking valley], 7 x 10 cm, black and white.
649. “Franz Dopf 1950s”, [Man leaning between two rock faces], 8.5 x 12
cm, black and white, “V68” written on back, caption written on back.
650. “Kurt Kukas- Yamnuska”, [Person climbing], 8.5 x 12 cm, black and
white, caption written on back.
651. “Franz Dopf 1950s”, [Man at left foreground with mountain in back],
8.5 x 12 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
652. [Mountain], blue spot of damage, yellow discolouration, 8.5 x 12 cm,
black and white.
653. “Eddy Newcombe, Philippe Delesalle, and Craig? After ascent of
Grillmair Chimneys”, [Three men sitting on forest embankment], 10 x 7
cm, black and white, caption written on back.
654. [Person climbing, shot from below], 9 x 13 cm, black and white.
655. “Hans Gmoser Red Shirt Route 1960s”, [Gmoser climbing], 9 x 9
cm, black and white, caption written on back.
656. [Three men setting up a tent, Gmoser on far right], 15 x 10 cm,
colour.
657. [Mountain ridge], 12 x 17 cm, black and white, surface damage,
“188” written on back in red.
658. “Eddy Newcome, Craig? And Hans on Yamnuska”, [three young
men standing on rock], 7 x 10.25 cm, black and white, caption written on
back.
659. “Pierre Garneau, Hans and Niel BrownV on top of Nivervine Glacier
Looking at Freshfield Group 1960- Digging out Food Cashe”, [Three men
preparing, two kneeling, one standing, mountains in back], black and
white, 13 x 17 cm, caption written on back,“no neg 302” written on back,
Marked with tag: “Chic Scott/Gmoser Project 5.”
660. [Mountains], 12 x 8.5 cm, black and white.
661. “Stan Seiffert, Freshfield/Mumery Trip 1961”, [Man leaning over,
body of man on right], 18 x 12.75 cm, black and white, caption written on
back.
662. [Man’s back, curled up in snow], 18 x 12.75 cm, black and white.
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.
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Skiing Photographs
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Part Of: Hans Gmoser fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Fonds Number: M224 / S49 / V68

Series: V. Photograph Prints

Sous-Fonds: V68

Accession Number: 7361

Reference Code: V68 / V / PA 16 - 663 to 729

GMD: Photograph

Date Range: 1956-1961

Physical Description: 66 photographs: prints, b&w; col.

History /
Biographical:

See fonds level description
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Scope & Content:

File pertains to mostly skiing and winter-based photographs, possibly used for professional
purposes by Hans Gmoser.

Notes: Photographs in marked envelopes, potentially organized for Chic Scott's
book. V68/PA 663-678 "Mumery/Freshfield Tzasezse with Guests 1961"
envelope, V68/PA 679 "Mt. Robson 1959" envelope, V68/PA 680-722
“Rogers Pass 1956-57” envelope, V68/PA 723-729 “Climbing Castle
Tower with Eddy Newcombe" envelope.

IMAGES :
663. [Three figures skiing in distance, over exposed image], 12.75 x 18
cm, black and white.
664. [Mountain peak], 8 x 12 cm, black and white, pen drawn on front to
crop.
665. [Man adjusting strap, looking down], 8 x 12 cm, black and white.
666. [Man leaning over, body of man on right], 8 x 12 cm, black and white,
pen drawn on front to crop.
667. [Group of people getting ready in snow], 8 x 12 cm, black and white,
pen drawn on front to crop.
668. [Person from back, with large backpack and poles, water at left,
snow around], 8 x 12 cm, black and white.
669. [Man standing on snow, water in foreground], 8 x 12 cm, black and
white.
670. [Man standing on snow, water in foreground], 8 x 12 cm, black and
white.
671. [Man standing on snow, water in foreground], 8 x 12 cm, black and
white.
672. “Looking up Freshfield Glacier Early 1960s”, [two people standing in
foreground, one person in distance, Glacier behind], 8 x 12 cm, black and
white, caption written on back.
673. “Ralph Rays in front of snow case col SE of Nanga Parbat”, [Man
holding ski, looking down, skis propped up in background], 8 x 12 cm,
black and white, caption written on post it note.
674. [Two people walking, one in foreground, one in background], 8 x 12
cm, black and white.
675. [Three people with backs to camera walking towards peaks], 8 x 12
cm, black and white.
676. [Three people with backs to camera walking towards peaks], 8 x 12
cm, black and white.
677. [Person leaning into hole in snow, skis propped up to left], 8 x 12
cm, black and white.
678. [Skier in distance, skiing down mountain], 8 x 12 cm, black and
white.
679. “Hans Gmoser (L) Fred Becky (R) Emperor Falls Camp Mt. Robson
1959”, [Two men talking in camp, laundry hanging behind], 9 x 9 cm,
black and white, textured edges, caption written on back.
680. [Three people hiking up in snow], 16.5 x 11 cm, black and white.
681. [Three people hiking up in snow, from side], 16.5 x 11 cm, black and
white.
682. [Shirtless man sitting on rock, looking out to peak], 11 x 16.5 cm,
black and white.
683. [Man sitting beside skis stuck in snow, with mountain behind], 11 x
16.5 cm, black and white.
684. [Shirtless person standing in snow with poles], 11 x 16.5 cm, black
and white.
685. [Three people hiking up in snow], 16.5 x 11 cm, black and white.
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686. [Man looking over shoulder, snow and skis in foreground], 16.5 x 11
cm, black and white.
687. “Hans G. Rita Lukas”, [Two people wearing sunglasses, looking up],
16.5 x 11 cm, black and white.
688. “Adolf Bitterien [sp?] on Avalanche Creek”, [Man lying next to tree,
with ski askew], 11 x 16.5 cm, black and white.
689. [Mountain, with trees in foreground], 16.5 x 11 cm, black and white.
690. [Hans looking out of window, overexposed], 16.5 x 11 cm, black and
white.
691. [Mountain, with trees in foreground], 16.5 x 11 cm, black and white.
692. [Shrubbery], 11 x 16.5 cm, black and white.
693. [Cabin at base of mountain, with trees surrounding], 16.5 x 11 cm,
black and white, “6” written on back.
694. [Mountain], 16.5 x 11 cm, black and white.
695. [Man hiking into distance, with mountain in background], 16.5 x 11
cm, black and white, “Hugo” written on back.
696. [Mountain], 16.5 x 11 cm, black and white, “7” written on back.
697. [Rocky peak], 11 x 16.5 cm, black and white, scratch across bottom
of image.
698. “Pat Stewart 45’16-5 5 st RD Red Deer”, [View taken from rock in
creek, with creek, mountains and trees in shot], 11 x 16.5 cm, black and
white.
699. [Man sitting in doorway, looking out into forest], 11 x 16.5 cm, black
and white.
700. “Asuluan Pass Summer Skiing”, [Mountains], 16.5 x 11 cm, black
and white, “23%” and caption written on back.
701. [Mountain], 16.5 x 11 cm, black and white, “3” written on back.
702. [Mountain], 16.5 x 11 cm, black and white, “2” written on back.
703. [Person walking in snow, mountains in back], 16.5 x 11 cm, black
and white, “Hugo” written on back.
704. “1954 to Hermit Hut Selkirks #2”, [Mountain with trees in
foreground], 16.5 x 11 cm, black and white, percentages and caption
written on back.
705. [Mountain with trees in foreground], 16.5 x 11 cm, black and white.
706. “May 1960”, [Man Gmoser? Kneeling in doorway], 15 x 10 cm,
colour, caption written on back, dried glue on back.
707. “A.O. Wheeler Hut 1956 Hans Gmoser”, [Hut with mountain in
background], 10.3 x 14 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
708. “May 1960”, [Four people walking in skis, with backs to camera], 15
x 10 cm, colour, caption written on back, dried glue on back.
709. “May 1960”, [Two people adjusting, in profile, with trees behind], 15
x 10 cm, colour, caption written on back, dried glue on back.
710. “May 1960”, [Gmoser in boxers, leaning into open doorway], 15 x 10
cm, colour, caption written on back, dried glue on back.
711. “The A. O. Wheeler Hut 1954 May H. Gmoser”, 12.5 x 9 cm, black
and white, caption written on back.
712. “D6 Noel Gardner on Fidelity South Run Feb 1964”, [Skiing down
mountain with trees, mountain in background], 9 x 9 cm, colour, caption
written on back.
713. “Ed Sutton on Fidelity”, [Three hikers in red coats walking towards
camera], 9 x 9 cm, colour, caption written on back.
714. “View of Mt. McDonald from Hermit Hut”, [Skis in front of mountain],
14 x 10 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
715. [Three people talking, holding skis, with mountain in back], 13 x 10
cm, black and white, “6641-3” written on back.
716. “Rogers Pass May 1956 Hans Christie on left”, [Four people in snow
storm, three standing, one sitting], 16 x 12 cm, black and white, caption
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written on back.
717. [Three people standing, with mountain behind, Man on left looking at
paper, possibly Gmoser], 12 x 16 cm, black and white.
718. [Person on skis in distance], 16 x 12 cm, black and white, “1” written
on back.
719. “Ruta Lukas on top of Illecillewaet Glacier Mt. Boney in back May
1956”, [Person standing to right smiling, holding skis], 16 x 12 cm, black
and white, caption written on back.
720. “Hans Gmoser”, [Head of person against mountain in background],
12 x 16 cm, black and white, caption written on back.
721. [Four people hiking in distance, trees around], 16 x 12 cm, black
and white, stain across right side of image.
722. “Ski Touring with H.G. Illecillewaett Glacier May 1963”, [Five people
skiing], 18 x 13.5 cm, black and white, caption written on back, printing
information written on back, lines in pen written on front with “crop as
indicated”.
723. [Two people standing on rock in climbing gear, one man pointing
into distance], 8 x 11 cm, black and white.
724. [Man standing looking out in valley in profile], 8 x 11 cm, black and
white.
725. [Man wearing cowboy hat climbing, with rope running up mountain
face, looking out over valley], 8 x 11 cm, black and white.
726. [Two men sitting on rock], 8 x 11 cm, black and white.
727. [Two men sitting, looking up in profile, with mountain ranges behind],
8 x 11 cm, black and white.
728. [Two men sheltering behind rock pile, mountain range in
background, man on left Gmoser], 11 x 8 cm, black and white.
729. [Man climbing rock face, with rope extending down through image],
8 x 11 cm, black and white.
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.
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Misc. Photographs
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Part Of: Hans Gmoser fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Fonds Number: M224 / S49 / V68

Series: V. Photograph Prints

Sous-Fonds: V68

Accession Number: 8111, 7877, 7361

Reference Code: V68 / V / PA 20 - 960 to 1000

GMD: Photograph

Date Range: 1965-1987

Physical Description: 40 photographs: prints, b&w; col.
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History /
Biographical:

See fonds level description

Scope & Content:

File pertains to a collection of various topics, mostly skiing and climbing, from predominantly
the 1970s and 1980s.

Notes: V68/PA 965-971 enclosed with letter from Crown Princess of Norway
Jan 20, 1989 from VIPs folder, V68/PA 972-977 from 7877, V68/PA
988-998 are photographs from Condolence correspondence, V68/PA
1000 from 7361.
960. [Gmoser receiving Order of Canada], 20 x 25.5 cm, colour, “GGC
87-420” written on back.
961. “Cariboo Mts Taken from Carr’s Lodge Looking SW”, March 3,
1971, 13 x 9 cm, colour, caption written on back, enclosed with letter
discussing property for sale.
962. “Carr’s Lodge Taken from Fraser River Bank- looking NE”, March 3,
1971, 13 x 9 cm, colour, caption written on back, enclosed with letter
discussing property for sale.
963. “Cariboo Mts and Fraser River from Carr’s Lodge looking south”,
March 3, 1971, 13 x 9 cm, colour, caption written on back, enclosed with
letter discussing property for sale.
964. [Gmoser in two shots], 6.5 x 14 cm, black and white, from 8111 Box
3/7 from Kodac Box.
965. [Man under Gothics Sign], 10 x 15 cm, colour, rounded corners.
966. [Woman in blue ski gear], 10 x 15 cm, colour, rounded corners.
967. [Three people], 10 x 15 cm, colour, rounded corners.
968. [Man and young boy], 10 x 15 cm, colour, rounded corners.
969. [Woman and young boy], 10 x 15 cm, colour, rounded corners.
970. [Woman and young boy], 10 x 15 cm, colour, rounded corners.
971. {Group of four], 13 x 18 cm, colour.
From 7877 box 1/1.
972. “Lake O’Hara Lillian Gest, Conrad Gmoser, Robson Gmoser
1974?”, 9 x 13 cm, colour, caption written on post it note.
973. “Lizzie Rummel”, [Looking over valley], 13 x 9 cm, black and white,
caption written on post it note.
974. “Ken Jones Summer 86 Assinboine”, 15 x 10 cm, colour, caption
written on back.
975. “Ken Jones Summer 86 Assinboine”, 15 x 10 cm, colour, caption
written on back.
976. “Veteran Ski Race March 99”, 18 x 13 cm, black and white, matt
finish, “L-R Pat Duffy, Bruno Engler, Hans Gmoser, Leo Grillmair” written
on post it note, caption written at front bottom.
977. Bruno Veteran Ski Race March 1999 [L-R Pat Duffy, Bruno Engler,
Hans Gmoser, Leo Grillmair] 18 x 13 cm, black and white, matt finish.
978. “Bow Lake”, 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish, inscription at
bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific Rockies
Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
979. “Lake Louise”, [winter], 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish,
inscription at bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific
Rockies Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
980. “Lake Louise”, [summer], 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish,
inscription at bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific
Rockies Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
981. “Chateau Lake Louise”, 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish,
inscription at bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific
Rockies Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
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982. “Consolation Lake”, 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish,
inscription at bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific
Rockies Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
983. “Mt. Temple”, 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish, inscription at
bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific Rockies
Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
984. “Moraine Lake”, 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish, inscription
at bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific Rockies
Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
985. “Lakes in the Clouds”, 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish,
inscription at bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific
Rockies Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
986. “Mt. Lefroy”, 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish, inscription at
bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific Rockies
Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
987. “Lake Agnes”, 10 x 7 cm, black and white, matt finish, inscription at
bottom, from “Selected Real Photographs Canadian Pacific Rockies
Photographed by Byron Harmon Photos.”
988. [Gmoser at Planica under biggest ski jump in the world], 10 x 15 cm,
colour, from Dustan Polajnar.
989. [Rada Polajnar and Hans in Vrata valley, near waterfall Pericnik], 10
x 15 cm, colour, from Dustan Polajnar.
990. [Hans and Rada Polajnar in Vrata valley, under the Triglav north
wall], 10 x 15 cm, colour, from Dustan Polajnar.
991. [Group of people listening to zither], 13 x 9 cm, colour.
992. [Hans playing zither], 13 x 9 cm, colour.
993. [Man playing zither], 13 x 9 cm, colour.
994. “Duers by Hans Gmoser Leo Grillmair Oct/52”, 9 x 13 cm, colour,
caption written on back.
995. “The summit of Mt. Eisenhaus (Cath) Sept 52”, 15 x 10 cm, colour.
996. “Keir McGoogan en route to the summit Sept. 1952”, 15 x 10 cm,
colour.
997. “Approaching Mt. Eisenhower Sept/52”, 15 x 10 cm, colour.
998. [Gmoser holding camera], 12 x 19 cm, Photograph by Erwin
Tontsch, 1965, colour.
999. [Four people seated at table with red tablecloth, Hans Gmoser
second from right], front bottom inscription “Peter Wingle 3/84”, 25 x 19
cm, colour, matt finish.
1000. “Jumbo to Bugaboo Jim McConkey, Glen, Hans Gmoser,” [Three
people adjusting], photograph by E. Tontsch, 1965, 15 x 10 cm, colour,
caption written on post it note.
1021. "Dhalagiri I, 26, 795, frmo the south west. Proposed line of ascent",
[Image of peak with proposed ascent marked], 25.5 x 20 cm, black and
white.
1022. [Photograph of Pierre Trudeau and Gmoser handshake], 25.5 x 20
cm, black and white.
1023. [From Mark Taggart letter and typed comments from up in Gothics
March 24, 1987 and attached photograph of Gothics opening week], 15 x
10 cm, colour.
1024. "Everest, [?] Jean Troillet 8.4.86", 17.8 x 12.7 cm, colour.

Name Access: Gmoser, Hans
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
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[Park Museum interior? Banff]
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions49938

Part Of: Moore family fonds

Description Level: 6 / Item

Fonds Number: V439

Reference Code: v439 / na66 - 1980

GMD: Photograph

Negative, copy

Date Range: ca. 1906

Physical Description: 1 photograph : negative : copy negative

Scope & Content:

Image of a taxidermied heads mounted on wood-paneled wall - bison, antelope, elk, deer,
moutain goat, mountain sheep, moose, coyote - some hides and skulls.

Subject Access: Buildings and memorials

Discovery and Exploration

Education

Environment and Nature

Sports and Recreation

Geographic Access: Alberta

British Columbia

Creator: Elliot Barnes

Title Source: copy negative envelope

Images
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ACMG [Association of Canadian Mountain Guides] - File,
Mountain Guide training
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions56715

Part Of: Bruno Engler fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Fonds Number: M323 / S40 / V190

Series: VI : Retained file, A : Alphabetical order

Sous-Fonds: V190

Sub-Series: v : ACMG

Accession Number: 7436

Reference Code: V190 / VI / A / v / PA - 01 to PA - 34

GMD: Photograph

Photograph print

Date Range: 1980-1992

Physical Description: 34 photographs : col. & b&w ; 25.5 x 20.5 cm or smaller

History /
Biographical:

See fonds level description

Scope & Content:

File pertains to 34 b&w prints of the Association of Canadian Mountain Guides training
courses and members. Includes shots of potential members participating in training courses
[usually on Tunnel Mountain] as well as posed group shots of ACMG members.

Notes: Identities of people in PA - 27 from left to right [back row]: Rüdi Geitsch,
Tim Auger, Peter Schlunegger, Bernie Schiesser, Hans Gmoser,
[unidentified], Lloyd "Kiwi" Gallagher ; [front row]: [unidentified],
[unidentified], Scott Flavelle, Clair Israelson, Dave Cochrane?,
[unidentified], Phil Heim, Dan Griffith.
Identities of people in PA - 29, from left to right [back row]: Frank Stark,
Rüdi Geitsch, Lloyd "Kiwi" Gallagher ; [front row]: Leo Gullmair,
[unidentified], Hans Gmoser, [unidentified], Pierre Lentire?, Sepp Renner.
Identifications provided by Chic Scott

Name Access: Auger, Tim

Engler, Bruno

Gallagher, Lloyd (Kiwi)

Gmoser, Hans

Wood, Sharon

Subject Access: Climbing

Helicopters

Guides

Guiding

Mountaineering

Mountaineers

Mountains

Portrait

Geographic Access: Banff

Banff National Park

Alberta
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Language: English

Related Material: V190 / VI / A / v / NA - 01 to NA - 33

Creator: Engler, Bruno

Title Source: Original title kept

Processing Status: Processed
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
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